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Kappa
 
Sigma
 
Formal
 
Rush
 
Begins
 
Today,
 
1:30
 
Formal
 
I 
for  
the 
coloniz-
ing
 
national
 
fraternity
 
Kappa
 
Sig-
'ill
 
begin
 
today
 
in 
E147 
start-
ing 
at
 
1:30
 
p.m.
 
Kappa
 
Sigma,
 
in 
initiating
 
Its  
work
 
towards
 
forming
 
a 
local
 
branch
 
of 
the
 
fraternity
 
will
 
have
 
about
 
15
 
men  
from  
the
 
Diversity
 
of
 
California
 
aiding
 
in 
- 
Harriers
 
Await
 
Council
 
Approval
 
Of
 
Seventh
 
Man
 
It 
kinks
 
as
 
if 
the 
way 
is 
paved  
or 
seven
 
crassicountry
 runners
 'to 
go 
to
 
the  
Ni AA 
finals 
at 
East
 
laming,
 
Muir 
. 
Nay.
 
25, 
Student
 
(amnia]
 
today will 
take  
Sociologist
-Author
 Scheduled 
For
 
SJS
 Speaking Engagement
 
Dr. 
David  
Ricsman,  noted au- the SJS campus by  
thor 
and 
holder
 of the Henry Ford
 
Student
 I: 
"iv
 
today's 
formal 
rush.
 
On
 
Thursday,  
II
 Professor of 
Social 
Science
 
Termed
 
an 
"earthy
 a 
the University
 of California at 
chair  at Harvard 
University
 will l'rof. Raatniiii
 is kaa loom
 
I 41 
Davis  will send a group 
of Kappa 
speak 
here  Thursday
 and Friday. 
Sigst to San Jose 
to
 rusn for the 
Dr. Paesman
 
will  serve as visit -
national.
 
On 
Friday.
 
Stanford
 irig 
schiaar
 
here,  and 
is 
brought  to 
Kappa 
Sigs will be 
on
 campus. 
According to 
John 
Carnahan,
 of 
Ahl mni 
Association. the fraternity
 
t he Peninsula 
Kappa Sigma 
Dr.
 
Shapley
 
would
 like to be 
able to form a 
the start. The
 new Kappa Sig, 
leus of t 
to 
Speaks Today 
nuc abou 
10  15 men at 
would  
then 
continue
 to 
recruit for 
the local branch 
until it is pre -1 
pared
 to apply
 for recognition by ' 
'Galaxies
 and Mankind"  
will
 
the 
Inter -Fraternity 
Council
 
and
 
the
 topic
 of Dr. Ilarlow 
Shapley-
the
 
college,  
illustrated talk to be given today , 
HOPE 
TO 1W READY 
 at 11:30 a.m. in Concert Hall. 
, Considered the most
 distin-
Carnahan said that th,: 
tratern-  t 
guishrd
 scholar to visit
 
the  
(agil-
ity 
hopes 
to be ready 
to move 
pus this year, Dr. Shapley
 
hit
-
Into a house by the spring semes-
honorary degrees
 from 16 univer-
ter,  
allies
 around the 
world.  
The fraternity aila invited 
tr.  
Ile was 
director  of the 
Harvard
 
form a local chapter last spring 
1College
 
Observatory
 from 
1921
 te 
PROFESSOR
 
final
 
action
 
on 
the 
resolution
 
after  
by the SJS Expansion Committee 
the 
Financial
 
Advisory
 
Board  
consisting of 
representatives
 from 
pried
 
the  
recommendation
 to 
the IFC and Panhellenic,  the dean 
send
 
seven
 
runners
 and 
Coach  
of 
students  office,  faculty, and Ira -
Lean
 
Miller
 
t the 
Michigan
 
ternity  and sorority
 alumni. 
liaak 
The  IFC, in a meeting with 
The 
original
 special
 
request
 
Kappa
 Sigma
 
alumni,  Monday,
 
aarn 
Athletic
 
Director
 
Bob  
Brim-  
pledged its aid to the colonizing 
am 
was  
set 
at
 .$2,207.10
 but the 
group. IFC Pres. 
Howie  
Reed an -
moan'  then 
upped 
the 
number
 
at 
men  
going 
to seven. This 
also 
increased  the 
total 
allocation  
to 
12,522.40
 
or an additional 
$315.30
 
fur
 the extra runner. 
The 
final
 
vote 
should he in the 
affirmative
 
before council today, 
according
 to ASH Vice President 
Bob 
Pisano.
 
In other matters. the 
council  
Will
 discuss a request 
from  the So-
cial Affairs 
Committee,
 and it 
will listen ti, a 
report
 from Jack 
Perkins 
concerning
 
the  student 
amment
 retreat 
next 
semester.
 
Vice
 
Phaident 
Pisa no also stat-
e' 
that
 
he 
will send a 
suggestion . 
flounced that
 reptw.sentatives from 
the IFC will be present at 
Kappa 
Sigma's  rush to explain the fra-
ternity system 
at SJS to 
prospec-
tive 
Kappa Sias. 
TRANSFERS
 AND FACULTY 
All Kappa 
Sigmas  who have 
transferred
 from other 
campuses  
and 
all Kappa 
Sigma  faculty
 mem-
bers 
are  invited 
to 
participate
 in 
the initial
 rush 
from
 which 
will 
be formed a 
charter  chapter. 
Kappa
 Sigma 
was 
founded
 at the
 
University
 of 
Virginia
 in 
1869
 and 
currently has 
135 
undergraduate
 
chapters
 in 
colleges 
and  
imam
-
a 
the
 
now, 
Policy 
Committee
 stiles
 in the
 United 
States
 awl 
asking
 
if 
it is 
feasible to set 
Canada. 
In 
a  Kappa
 Sigma  
press 
release 
ide 
a 
time
 at 
each week's 
coun-
it 
was 
announced  
that  an 
endaw-
el 
nail%
 
f 
liable.
 hearing.
 
1ment fund
 of 
almost  $2 
millian.
 
' the largest 
fraternal
 
endowment
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deserving
 
dot a 2 an 
meeting
 
in
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Account
  
SJS
 
Donations
 
Group
 
1952 after
 serving on 
the staff 
et 
the 
Mount  Wilson 
Observatory 
Since 1952 he 
has been lecturer 
on
 s 
cosmography  at 
Ilarvard.  
op 
Partner  
Dr. 
Shapley's  
research  has 
un-
covered 
new facts
 
concernine
 the
 
size 
and 
shape of the 
Milky
 
a.Arrested
 
Galaxy,
 the 
opaque 
nature 
al
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terstellar
 dust 
clouds  and 
the ex-
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of
 a 
spherical  
stellar  
ere  
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rona around
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lecture
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by the 
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. "Earthy Liberal"
 
Giving
 
Wool
 
now,
 
might
 
mean  blood
 
donated
 by 
students
 
from
 
Saving the
 
It in. 
of
 
a feting SJS 
this campus 
is 
grouped  
into
 
one  
strident
 
in 
tire
 
future.
 
All  
the  "SilS"
 
accraint
 for
 the 
possible
 
KEEP
 
TOUR
 
BLOODY
 
HANDS
 OFF
-states  
Patty  
Montgomery,
 
Community
 
Services
 
Council
 
chairman,
 to 
Lloyd
 
Gillespie,
 
San  
'late
 
City
 
College
 
Blood  
Drive  chairman, 
as 
she  
holds
 
tightly
 
To
 the 
Blood
 
Drive
 
trophy
 
awarded
 to SJS 
last 
year
 
for  
donating  
more
 
blood
 
than
 
SJCC
 
SJS'  
blood 
drive  
is 
tomorrow
 
at 
the  
Catholic
 
Women's
 
CentSer,
 
Dr. 
Mueller
 will speak
 
ti, 
rianquet
 
gather
 in 
vi
 
about 
the  
ilionecomings
 he 
has seen
 ditrine 
his  years 
at SJS 
anti ;theta
 the 
'rah Annual 
flanuaximina
 
%%haat
 
la
 
ear 
place  
last
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 Ile %k ill 
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1111pilieS.
 
T111 1/111y 
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the  
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 body
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 reseeiving
 
traphie,
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A 
student
 need 
not have 
giyen 
hangar.'  will 
be 
the  
yvinnina
 
blood 
in 
order 
Inn
 qualify in 
iisina
 
kinds.
 
The  
:,.11,1  
or 
the "SJS"
 
bloard.  
A 
student's
 too
 
(herbal High 
Sabra'
 " 
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family  
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also  
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the 
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 of 
Bea
 
 
draw 
blood
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Blood
 
Drive  
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reasiiie
 
the  
Spartan
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and  
Nee
-
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blood  
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 a 
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and Sigma
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the 
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of 
Patricia  
Montgomery,
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Council 
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Toni
 
Tomsie,
 
Sigma 
Kapp 
ea -chairman,
 
and  
Loui,  
Whines,
 
AFROT('
 
co-chait-
man,
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Ore 
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Mood
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 at 
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I 'at holic 
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Fifth 
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entrance.
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Group's
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1 
'1,
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 l a Ill 1 ,11111,1-. 
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F 
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1.i.itariatee
 
I a 
 I ri 
leaf  ia-r of English 
and  
pre-eleid  
lie
 
.E -r 
chapter,
 
slated  . retter
 

 rat "the 
mode  of 
es.  ','It.1. 
its
 
committee
 is 1.11I,11.;Jr
 Its 
vt.ere 
:1111poirlte(1 by 
the 
. from 
,ct 
suhrnitte'cl
 by 
Dr. Lee 
aria,.
 
-The
 
Faculty  
Council  
has 
ria... 
:iera. 
rassaraat
 
and 
all  its can 
 
appeared
 
with  
 
. 
then
 
does
 this 
c ,:. 
  ...i 
exist?"
 
' 
The 
AFT
 
prep,
 ,,eil 
that
 
the 
me pending 
cl rights 
wwlY"e'tablished  
A'''''I'''''  n' n -
tall before
 ( a rngre,s "Any 
fraan 
iii, 
composed  of 
Saa
 
 
s:01 1111.01.1 STi DI' NT,: 
of federal
 assistance  could
 
lie 
a 
e 
with-  
trators
 
and  
28
  
members.  
should  
be lc 
Leer;  
To 
tOtreasca  
drawn if disci imination 
is proved." handle the issue. 
I a 
 . i 
{ In 
thesP
 111.1111S Congressman Del 
Vice-president
 
Dike! declined
 
to 
. 1, -inlay..
 iiiiiiiiit :r 
1:::,::
 
;:, 
,,.:..notnek.
 
litl-tr'i;gilhifts,  i 
rno(p,p7,s,suedi.
 the 
comment.  
stating 
: 
answer
 
Dr,
 
Lee  
sometime-
 
duri:  
that 
he 
airar: 
, raas:
 
halm  
in HI 
at
 
10:30  
in 1<427 last night. Clawson 
Dr. 
R. 
H.
 
the 
week
 in 
a 
letter.
 
inDieckmann,
 pr 
r . 
'hate Theater
 at 
9 
'.i11  . 
alierike to a 
sparse  audience. 
e einincil
 
luncheon  in 
yina,.,..,,.::t1
 al 
lid  1,a that
 
has  
the 
Academic
 
. " 
y , 
)f 
mathematic's
 
and  
chairmai.
 
ril 
larriedorn
 
(arminiitee
 
-' ,I,.nis:
 and 
coneludes
 
I pointed out that he 
is the only  
- A and
 Ti 
at
 main. lad,
 
.,,, 
oh
 I h- 
Stanley  
hill  I a, 
. 
y
 
the
 
has  
not
 
ser
 
: a ..,r 
ingitiry 
into
 
nhe Kr' 102 tau 1 
:. 
,,t.  : 
hisnt
  (: , : 
,,
 , the intimidat.
 : 
a irges. 
:it
 2 ati,,, ' 
t hr  
2:trrt Itist t .. ' 
 tt 
appeir-
The 
full
 
cam:   
 if the AFT 
lei-
, , 
, 
: ' aiforniiir 
and  25 : :: 
apartan
 I' 
  a i , 
:-, 
Congressman
 
Against 
Civil 
Rights 
Bill 
Dormitories
 
Trial
 
Set  
For
 
  .,
 ,fle (,,,,!. 
Offer  
Prizes  
present 
civil righa
 a 
aere oyerwhelminely
 
, 
SJS
 
Students
 
( lawaan contina.
 a 
For 
Art
 
Work  
. 
u'alifurnia  any 
t a . i 
eannot  
else  
a 
"IP
 
Too', 
San 
.liae
 State 
students  
a who face 
charges
 
al retaking
 
to 
ahological
 benefit. -:
 
'he 
disperse
 
at a 
fire
 
lialloween
 
night  
. - in this 
state are 
, 
have
 entered 
not
 
guilty 
plea,.  
arat
 
... al 
than  
liaise  
prip- 
a 
lead !ere'.
 
, 
trial 
has 
been 
set 
tor 
Thur,day.
 
la reganls 
ti,
 the tax
 
redact:
 o Six 
other
 students
 
enterer]  
griiity
 
Dream.
 
mai 
S.
 ,. II 
al,.  
'ail before Congress 
Clawson  sae: 
:dens  
the 
day 
((Aiwa
 
ine  
the 
mei-
, 
-We need a 
complete  
refurbishin.
 
'tent, They'
 face 
a 
probation  
!mar -
1 
arailline  
Ira 
- artaksions k 
1; 
:'.I/ 
.  
e . 
. .. . 
r 
.
 .11{!, 
Friday
 
are Nino. 18. 
s 
1111:11
 
CEILING
 
The ;no:, ,,,, make
 
when  a 
airee
 
I. and
 
secand
 pima' 
u lari -
: ler 
selected  from paint-
 
The rece 
ntly 
elected
 r 
air 
a 

 
:ents  
millki  
animal  
HI
  
ina- 
II:iavea  
Hall.  while 
the man  
stated 
that  the 
if,-  
aatran...
 
isaiipment
 Malaria 
e'en 
tiara 
  a al be taken
 fan 
, 
ha, 
been 
"temporarily
 
...
 and 
stripped
 
equipment
 
frien 
1-,. 
potlei 
lir!' 
same time
 111 /W. 
T11,     ' 
. 
'110 
trucks
 in 
addition
 
1,,  
hamar-e-
a:a . 
, i 
' 
mg 
t he 
fireenen
 at 
lerript
 
iris'.
 
1.0 
, 
o'
 . AIL: 
far 
alien 
II r eraling
 has
 
noo.
 
Ire- 
i 
Tai
 
neat
 
plaee  painana  
a 
1:.  
ir. 'anion
 over the 
 
' 
aaht
 
the  
blare.
 
a 
ri, r -ea
 1 ri all, 
are 
,e'rraa 
a 
o 
-art.
 staid 
Clawsor
 
la. 
tir 
 
t 
I.r !!..1.). 
on 
those running 
a 
in goertif',.. ' 
Prizes
 
Offered
 
h, , , i,,, . 4" Ni r :ipt
 ;; - 
Is
 
a tragedy 
and  
- 
I armee: 
 
Those  
t 
raj 
 
interested  
in 
entering  
in 
ataishington."
 
asked 
whi, he would
 prefer to 
-a 
In 
Three  
College
 
...,, 
s0,,,
 contact 
the 
cultural
 
."' 
l'' the 
aik 
Clawson  
" ' 
chairman
 
at
 
Hoover  
Hall, 
'294-2922,
 
fill 
the 
seat of 
California
 Se' 
r  
'hrristopher
 qieoraei 
run  
for 1.:ii- 
Union
 
Contests
 
,.  
,,,,..ii
 11:111,
 
21.+.1-87.11
 
and  
make
 
a 
reservation
 tar 
the 
piece 
of
 
r, r 
(.1air
 
Engle.
 "I
 s"  
ii!
 
like 
t,)
 
1..1 Ay 
ale's seat."
 he said. 
a r 
e - empublican 
club.  
intormation
 campaign. 
eatra,
 
Clawson
 added that 
he felt Sen 
will  
he 
aceepted
 
in 
the  (amt.. 
 
College
 
President
 ,.,..,,.
 armlet
 not 
he 
physically  
able
 
 
the
 next 
election.  
ir, 
deteranine
 
a slotain
 
for 
ha: 
To 
Attend
 
Meet
 
,.I.,,,
 son spoke 
as
 '.I guest 
of 
the 
final
 
phase
 irf 
the 
College Union 
1'11 
a111-Mll 
meeting 
b.,  
111011'1A
 
l'r,,ideni  John
 F' 
Kennel:
 , 
ammittra
 no 
Egitai  
11)!*,rt unil 
Lyndrin
 
II 
Johnson.  
1 
President  
Wahlgaist
 
ar 
iiriticiptil  
speaker
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EDITOR'S
 
NOTE: 
Th. following
 
is 
 
copy  
of a letter sent
 to Vice 
Pres. 
William Ousel. The copy was sent to 
the
 
Spartan
 
Doily by the writer. 
'Unresolved
 Issues 
Underlie Case'AFT 
Dear Dr. noi-ol:
 
Tie 
,r1 Federation 
of 
Teachers.  Local 1362. is very 
much  concerned about the
 situa-
tion described by yourself
 and 
Dr. Charles 
E. Smith in letters 
Iii the Spartan
 Daily. A number 
of 
unresolved  issues underlie the 
case.
 
1. A 
primary  issue seems to 
be
 
the 
propriety
 of writing to a 
newspaper or 
otherwise  publiciz-
ing a problem within
 the aca-
demic ranks. In the past such 
publicizing has been 
done by 
both faculty and administration: 
upon 
occasion  it has produced 
charges of "unprofessionalism" 
directed at faculty members. 
Leaving aside the 
fact that 
unprofessional is an extremely 
vague word. 
the AFT' is dis-
turbed 
by its frequent 
applica-
tion to publicity. The implied, if 
unintended, logic of such appli-
cation  is that the mark of the 
professional is silence,  a decid-
edly negative kind 
of 
irtue  at 
best.
 The whole stands 
OPEN TONIGHT 
'TIL 
9:00
 
Roberts 
Book
 Store 
:0th
 S. ,cross
 from 
men's  dorms 
in 
need of 
clarifying.  Mean-
while, 
the AFT would
 observe 
that  there are 
times when 
any 
person 
of principal will keep his 
mouth  closed, 
but  there are 
cor-
respondingly, times
 when he will 
feel 
forced
 to express himself 
publicly, 
particularly
 when he 
thinks the 
issues of his 
case go 
far beyond his own welfare
 and 
affect his colleagues, the stu-
dents and the quality of educa-
tion.
 
2. A second issue is the advis-
ability of referring this matter 
to the 
Academic 
Freedom
 Com-
mittee 
"for possible lapses of 
professional
 judgment and aca-
demic 
responsibility on anyone's 
part," 
As stated 
in the Staff Ref-
erence
 Book, this Committee's 
function is to advise the 
Presi-
dent's Council
 "on controver-
sies 
over denial or infringement 
of 
academic  freedom 
or
 aca-
demic responsibility." 
Now aca-
demic freedom can certainly
 be 
denied or infringed,
 but the AFT 
fails to see how academic re-
sponsibility can be denied or in-
fringed- evaded 
perhaps,  but not 
denied. The 
Committee's  func-
tions are ambiguous, given its 
title. Does it judge if a faculty 
member has been sinned against 
or sinning? Or both? 
Does  it see 
itself as primarily the defender 
of academic creedom or primar-
ily the prosecutor of academic 
dereliction?
 
Furthermore, the mode of ex-
istence of this Committee is un-
clear. Its 
members
 were ap-
Thrust
 
and
 
Parry
 
pointed
 by the 
President 
from a 
list submitted by the faculty 
Council. As a 
Committee  of the 
President,
 it can, of course, still 
function,  but the 
Faculty
 
Council  
has 
now been dissolved and 
all 
Its 
committees  
disappear
 with it 
- so 
far as parliamentary
 pro-
cedure 
goes. In what
 sense then 
does 
this
 Committee 
still  exist? 
From a 
quasi -legal 
point of 
view,
 it seems to the
 AFT that 
the 
issues 
Dr.  Smith 
poses 
should 
be brought
 before
 the 
newly
 elected 
Academic
 Council 
as being
 
precisely
 the 
body 
that  
will 
have
 to deal 
with problems
 
of 
this  sort. It 
includes a 
large  
number
 of 
faculty
 
members
 and 
a 
large 
number
 of 
administra-
tors: 
both points 
of view are 
well 
represented.
 Reasonable
 
solutions
 might 
come  from 
its
 
deliberations. 
3. The basic issue
 concerns the 
duties and responsibilities
 of fac-
ulty 
members 
who  advise 
stu-
dent
 organizations.
 In these 
troublous times
 the difficulty
 
naturally 
lies
 with outside speak-
ers. The 
adviser is 
expected  to 
be 
"responsible"  - 
just as, no 
doubt,  the 
administrator
 is "re-
sponsible"  to 
the Trustees 
hut 
precisely 
how?
 What, for
 ex-
ample,  if he 
misjudges
 the "con-
troversial" 
potential  of a 
speak-
er? Is he 
to veto speakers
 he 
does not approve
 of? Or is he 
to let 
the  students 
choose their 
own speakers 
without  let or 
hindrance?  As of now, he 
runs  
the continual risk 
of being jud-
ged 
ex post 
facto. 
The 
API' does 
not  think any
 
faculty
 
memix.r 
or 
anyone  else, 
for that 
matter 
should 
be
 
asked 
to
 assume 
this kind 
of 
risk, 
a risk that
 can be 
elimin-
ated 
only by a 
highly 
specific
 
list
 of 
responsibilities.
 
In the opinion
 of the AVI'. 
all 
these issues 
would be 
fitting  
problems
 for the new 
Academic  
Council
 to deliberate
 upon. 
Roland Lee, 
ArT,  No. 1362
 
For
 
the 
Executive
 ('ouncil) 
SJS
 
Writer Replies 
To Lyke Criticisms
 
Editor: 
In reply 
to
 the informed 
let-
ter of 
Nov. 12 from Roger Hoff-
man:
 
Yes, Lyke
 magazine 
is pub-
lished 
by
 students 
under aus-
pices
 of the
 Journalism
 
Depart-
ment. The 
editor and 
advertising  
manager 
are selected,
 however, 
in all 
actuality,  by 
the adviser
 
of the 
magazine and
 the head 
of the 
Journalism 
& Advertising
 
Department.
 Names
 of these
 
"recommended"
 
candidates  are 
sent 
to
 the 
Student  
Council,  
along
 with those
 names of 
other 
students who 
wish  to be candi-
dates, 
to
 the 
Student  
Council  
as a 
formality,  
a
 
courtesy only. 
We 
have in the
 past few 
years 
seriously
 
discussed
 taking 
this 
privilege
 away 
from the 
Coun-
cil. But 
there is 
no point 
in 
doing so. 
The actual
 decision is 
made here.
 
Second,
 the ASB 
government 
does not
 help pay 
for  our pub-
'4:',.1P''4",to#,V,04,;::::::....:te'//
 WS.;
 
Engine 
trouble,  and not a 
service 
station in 
sight
 
It wax such a tiny speck on the (pectin 
that our tanker
 airflow mi.s.sed 
it!  
Far
 out 
in the Sulu Sea, 
beyond
 the direct ship 
lanes, 
the little 
Ermerlifa  ran 
into
 trouble: 
a shat-
tered  crankshaft.
 The 
captain
 and some 
of the 
crewmen
 left 
in small boats 
for 
help  
but help 
never
 Came.
 
Seven days
 had gone 
by. 
There
 was no 
radio,  just 
a 
white  flag 
fluttering
 from 
the 
mast.  Not
 a ship 
had 
passed.  Supplies 
were  
running  
low.  
And hope, too. 
Aboard our
 tanker,
 
outbound
 
to 
Sumatra,  
a 
lookout
 
thought he saw 
a flash
 of white 
on
 the
 
far  
horizon.  
The
 
captain  altered his
 
course
 to 
investigate.
 
STANDARD
 
OIL  
COMPANY  OF 
CALIFORNIA
 
They found seven 
shocked,
 tired
 
men,  
innk  
them 
aboard, 
gave them 
medical  rare, and  lie..., d 
their  
stricken  vessel to 
the Philippines, 
saving their 
means of livelihood. 
It's only one 
of
 many times 
our  tanker men 
have 
made
 
friends  for our  
Company  by giving
 aid at sea. 
On 
land,  Standard
 men and
 women seek to make 
lItlually
 
good 
friends  for
 our 
Companyby
 
the char-
acter
 of our public
 services,
 the
 
SI 
integrity
 
of our 
produ(:ts,
 and our
 
behavior 
as a citizen. 
lication. 
The 
magazine
 Is 
com-
pletely  
and  
solely
 
independent
 
financially.
 
Total  
expenses
 
are  
paid 
through
 
income
 
from 
ad-
vertising
 and
 
sale
 
of
 the 
maga-
zine  
on
 
campus.
 
We 
wish  
to 
emphasize
 
this 
point:
 We 
do 
not 
receive
 
money  
from  
the 
ASB.
 
You  
are  
mixed
 
up
 
with  
the 
financial
 
arrange-
ment 
the
 ASB
 
has 
with 
the
 
Spartan  
Daily.  
And 
because
 
we 
pay  
our  
own  
way 
and 
because
 the
 staff
 
mem-
bers
 
receive
 
one 
or
 two
 units
 
i they 
have 
their 
choice)
 for 
all 
the 
work  
they
 
push
 out,
 we 
don't  
feel
 that
 we 
have
 any 
special
 
responsibilities
 
to the 
college
 
or 
should  
be 
limited
 in 
our 
free-
dom.
 Freedom
 
of
 the 
press 
does 
not
 have 
any 
limitations,
 
as we 
see 
it, 
except  
those  
imposed
 by 
the 
staff  
itself.  
Lyke's  
staff 
members
 are
 
responsible
 
people 
and
 they 
do 
impose certain 
lim-
itations  
upon 
themselves.
 
We
 
invite  you 
to 
Lyke office, 
J206, 
to look 
over 
copies
 of 
magazines  
from other
 
campuses  to 
prove 
to you 
just how  
responsible
 we 
are. 
As for
 the 
cartoon
 by 
Rod  
Tatsuno
 on 
page
 71, 
we
 printed 
that 
cartoon
 at 
the last 
moment.
 
It would
 not 
have
 been 
printed 
if the 
Journalism
 
Department  
had 
not pulled 
a full
-page  ad-
vertisement 
worth $55 
at the 
last
 minute. 
We
 had to 
put some-
thing 
on that 
page  and a 
full 
page
 cartoon
 on beer 
is the 
logical  thing 
to put in 
place  of 
a full 
page ad 
from  a 
national  
beer 
firm,  isn't 
it? 
Chris  
Headings
 
ASH  A13716 
Mrs.  
McNeill
 
Thanks  
Daily  
for  
Article  
Editor: 
Please accept
 my heartfelt
 
thanks
 for 
the' article about 
my
 
husband
 Pete 
McNeill  that 
ap-
Spaztanailti
 
Entered as 
second  class 
matter
 April 
24, 1934, at San
 Jose, 
California,
 un-
der the 
act of March 
3,
 1879. Mem-
ber California
 Newspapers 
Publishrs  
Association.
 Published daily Irt 
Asso-
ciated Students 
of
 San Jose State 
College  except Saturday 
and
 Sunday, 
during
 college year. 
Subscription
 ac-
cepted only on  
remainder -of -semes-
ter basis. Full 
academic year, $9; each 
semester,  $4.50. 
Off -campus price par 
copy, 
10 cents. 
CV
 4-6414
  Editorial 
Ext. 2383, 
2384, 2385, 2386, Adver-
tising Ext. 2081, 2082,
 2083, 2084. 
Press
 of 
Globe  
Printing  
Co.  Office 
hours 1:45-4:20 p.m.,
 Monday through 
Friday. 
Editor JERRY
 ARCA 
Advertising  Mgr. ____ 
DAVE
 BLOOM 
Day 
Editor  
BILL
 WATSON 
News
 
Editor ..... RON 
BOTTINI
 
Business 
Mgr.
   MIKE DANIELS 
Promotion Mgr. ..   
BOB RAUH 
Feature 
Editor  
DIANE 
MAUZY 
Class,  
Ad.  Mgr. GARY GREATHOUSE 
Society Editor .. . 
KAI SIMMS 
Sports 
Editor
   DAVE 
NEWHOUSE 
Fine 
Arts  Edit. STAN NASCIMENTO 
Exchange Editor . 
RONALD LEINIO 
Special Assignments
 MIKE DUNNE 
peered
 
In 
the 
Homecoming
 
Edi-
tion
 
of 
the 
Spartan
 
Daily.  
I'm 
truly
 
grateful
 
and  
only 
wish 
that 
Pete 
could
 read
 it 
and  
I 
know  
he 
would
 
have 
been
 
pleased
 
about
 all 
the 
kind  
things
 
you  
printed
 
about 
him. 
Pete 
was 
so 
proud  
to be 
a 
part
 
of 
San 
Jose 
State
 
College  
and 
had
 IR 
wonderful
 
years  
there.
 
My
 
special
 
thanks  
to 
Dave
 
Newhouse
 
for 
being 
so 
kind 
about
 
delivering
 
some
 
copies  
to 
my 
home 
and 
for 
the 
thought-
ful 
note, 
filled 
with 
such 
glow-
ing 
praise  
of 
Pete,  
that
 he 
left 
with 
them.
 
Frances
 
MeNeill  
ASB
 
Officer
 Thanks 
Daily  
for 
Help
 
Editor: 
I would
 like to 
take this 
op-
portunity  to 
thank 
the  
Spartan
 
Daily 
and in 
particular
 Ron 
\...trereeteeer 
ISA 
Bottini and 
Jim
 
Quick,
 
Inc 
thn
 
fine
 cooperation
 
given
 
to
 
this
 
office  
before,
 
during
 
and
 
after
 
Halloween.
 
It is only 
through
 
re,ririesible,
 
informative  
and
 
comprehomive
 
coverage  like
 
this
 
that
 
SIlldent
 
Government
 
can  
carry
 
out
 
es
 
mission  of 
informing
 
ant
 
pa,.
 
tecting  
the 
Student
 
I3orly
 
Your  
articks
 
did
 
imich
 
to 
keep  
student
 
misconduct
 
tu
 
minimum.
 
Thank
 
you  
again
 
for
 
your
 
co.
 
operation.
 
MI 
Aftornry
 
s:rneral
 
Misprinted
 
eitinlent
 
Rod)
 
San 
Jiwa
 
Mate  
I 
illeor
 
I 
ONE
 
OR
 
MORE
 
XEROX'
 
COPIES
 
MADE
 
AT 
HILLIS  
PRINTING
 
CO.
 
38 
South  
Fourth
 
x__J&
 
HOOTENANNY
 
1:4P,  
.....
 
ROSS
 
WCAWAN
 
MONDAY  
IERU
 
Sy
 
1000M"
 
1:00AM.
 
, 
go2,.3
 
ON
 
YOUR
 
FMNAL
 
§enS/100  
814T1"
 
CONEIMIA 
GAYcY4-5544  
552 S. Bascom CY 
5-7238 
"KILL OR 
CURE"  
Terry Thomas 
"ALL AT SEA" 
Alec 
Guinness 
 Students $1.00
  
400 S 
I st S.. 
"A STRANGER KNOCKS" 
Sea
 
Thriller  from 
DP,,,,  
"PEEPING TOM" 
Myra  Shorn: 
 
Students  
$1.00 
 
TOWNE'
 
Y 7- 
3060 
1433 THE ALAMEDA 
"HEAVENS 
ABOVE"
 
Peter
 Sellers 
"MACARIO"
 
A 
New  Film from 
Mwico 
Students
 $1.00 
SARATOGA
 
14502
 BIG 
BASIN
 
'VAr 
,.  
The "Carry On 
G, ;  
"GET  
ON 
WITH  
IT 
"THE LADY DOCTOR 
Vittorio
 DeS,ce  
AL:. 
-  _ 
Ee 
Raftdo
 
Alma and Almadeo Rd. 
"LONGEST DAY" 
"LEDGEND OF LOBO" 
TROPICAIRE  
1969 
Alum  Rock 
Aois  
South Screen 
"RAMPAGE!"
 
'STUDIO 
"CASTILLIAN.
 
"PORTRAIT
 OF A 
MOBSTER
 
North
 
Screen
 
"THE 
LEOPARD'
 
"THE  
CARETAKERS
 
1st & San Salvador
 CY 2-67711 
"LAWRENCE OF 
ARABIA"  
-MOVIE
 GOERS ARISE -
You can see
 I I of the 
best  foreign and domestic films
 of 
1962-63
 
for  
just
 
$4.00  
At the 
CINEMA  BURBANK 
BEST
 AMERICAN
 
FILM
 
OF
 
1962'"  
THE 
MOST 
TALKED ABOUT
-MOST  
SHOCKED
 
ABOUT  FILM
 OF OUR 
YEARS
 
LA 
DOLCE 
Jase 
',A/VITA
 
o 
iloileN 
"THE BEST 
FOREIGN FILM
 
OF THE 
YEAR...A
 
CINEMATIC
 MIRACLE!"
 
Wed° 
3 Stories about 3 Girls 
Eugene
 
O'Neill's
 
LONG
 
DAY'S  
JOURNEY
 
INTO
 
NIGHT
 
"Last
 
Year  
at 
Marienbad"
 
AN 
UNUSUAL
 
LOVE  
S TORY
 I 
talian 
style 
sEtatimpig
 
%hewn  u.s 
sc thCir 
s,j.sidicer,
 
feturing. 
MA/C11110 
MeritrolennI
 
Sophia
 Loren 
Ketherine 
Hepburn 
florny
 
Srhneittef
 
Dose 
%mime!! 
Anil.,  Ekberg 
Letlie Gwen 
Shelly 
Winters
 
Wino
 
"Lord
 
of
 
the
 
Flies"
 
Tickets and brochures 
will 
be 
&tabu 
ed by members  
at 
Alpha
 
Delta 
Sigma  and
 aka 
available
 
in 
1 
20/
 
sPio,"
 !:°!'; 
Ad office. These Shows 
will  
run  at the NEW 
CINEMA
 
BURBANK
 
Theatre,
 552 S. Bascom.
 
Leading
 
oll  
the
 
shows
 wl 
"Divorce 
Italian
 
Style" 
and 
"Boccacio 70" on 
Nov  
23
 
Starting
 the 
26th 
will be "David
 
and
 
Lisa"
 
and
 
"A 
Taste
 
Honey  " 
Tickets
 are 
paid
 for In 
lull 
id 
the 
time 
el 
the first 
showing.
 
V7erinen11ay
 " 
!-aber . 
SPARTAN
 
DALLT-1
 
tlick.  
for
 
thn
 
-4iven  
to 
this
 
ng
 
rind
 
after
 
r.h 
resfenthibie,
 
sanprehensive
 
that
 
Student
 
carry
 
ow 
its 
ling
 
and
 
pm.  
11 
Roily  
did  
much
 
to
 
conduct
 
to
 
d 
II 
for 
your  
m. 
rrleY  
inneral
 
Ident
 
Rad)
 
MORE
 
i0PIES
 
AT
 
rING
 
CO.  
Durth
 
Parla
 
COWAN
 
SUNM 
Oa% 
M 
DIAL
 
CY4-5544
 
it
 
St.  
t
 
It
 
, 
TOM"  
herer 
81.00  
JAY U'.
 7 1026 
WITH
 
Ir 
DOCTOR-
AIRE
 
Rock
 
Ave.
 
,creen 
AGE!"
 
.LIAN
 
A 
MOBSTER"
 
;creen
 
DPARD
 
El-AKERS
 
 
$4.00 
FILM
 
Or
 
the
 
Flies"
 
20/
 
Spailan
 
(Jel*
 
the
 
shows
 
and  "A 
TASC
 
Force
 
What's
 
the
 
!story
 
l,elsiiiil 
TASC,
 its 
ads 
and  
the 
adminis-
tration?
 
This  
is
 
question
 
being
 
posed 
by many 
people
 
around
 the 
sis 
campus.
 
And
 
it's
 
a 
question
 
that
 
should  
be
 liii,keti 
into. 
What
 
does
 
TASC
 
stand
 
for?
 
Its 
officeis  
laim 
it 
doesn't
 
ac. 
toils
 
stand
 
for
 
ails
 
thing.
 
They  
say 
tlii' 
ojiui.i 
efhwing
 
sneaky!.
 
"tu 
-balance
 
a 
lir
 
ilemilerance
 
of right -sing 
speakers.  
(late.
 T s.,4: has 
sponsored.
 
among  
others  
 
. a 
Communist,  a 
paper, 
a 
sociali.d.
 and 
others. These 
ie
 
oral
 
far
 
ePakers haw 
,pokYll
 
I/II
 
current
 
1.%eals.
 
ilaSe siewed
 
them,
 
is.rallv.
 
from
 
their
 
leftwing
 siess
 
points.
 
atu  
Ifs 
very
 
hard
 
for
 
us 
ill  
10.111.%I.
 tha 
c 
t 
1.1SC  
has  
constantly
 
lire'.
 
wtad  
stwh
 
speaker
 
n 
- 
just
 
to 
balance
 the 
politieul
 picture.
 
ll,iser. 
now.
 
has  
slated  
that the administration
 "ad. 
,ifird"
 
him
 
to
 
resign
 
ii 
order
 
to 
protect  a 
future
 
promotion."
 
The 
vire
 
president
 
iif
 
the
 
college.
 
1)r.
 
William  thisel. 
stated
 
that 
far
 
as
 
he
 
knew.
 
MI
 
administrator
 had 
intimidated
 Dr. 
Smith,
 but 
ould
 
refer
 
the
 
isitire
 
matter
 
to
 thi
 
Aea,1,1i
 
I 
ur
 
inse,tigation.
 
lit.
 swab
 
limo
 
said
 
he 
IIPeallle  
0116,11'
 
1,111%
 
because
 
no
 
her
 
bruits
 
member
 
would
 
take  
the
 jot,.  
Apparentls
 he 
was  
more 
about
 
allowing
 
the
 
group
 a eliance
 to 
1. 
liedid
 than 
he 
ahat 
getting
 
leftwing
 
thictrine
 -plead
 
about  thi 
campus.
 
FromtiUl  
s 
ies  
point.
 we think
 
Dr.  --milli would hi- %cis wise
 to 
the
 
ads
 
iser.  
but 
riot
 
:lase of 
pre,sore
 
in 
the 
administ
 
ration.
 
Fhe
 
entire
 
untioserss
 
',rob:tidy 
will
 reach 4111111.
 kind 
of
 
kinax
 
qui,41,
 (1011102
 thr
 
ssi-eks.  It 
will
 be 
interesting
 
to 
ace  
what  
happens.
 
1..1.
 
Homecoming
 
Hurrahs
 
When
 
the
 
final
 
light
 
gent  out early
 Sunda% 
morning 
on
 the 
s 
Jose
 
campus.
 
Homecoming.
 l')63.
 cane- 
to 
an
 
Last
 
seek.
 
and  
epeeially
 
the  
weekend.
 6% ii" III,,Iill,lulmil
 iii 
if 
lot 
of
 
work
 
hi
 
a 
lot
 of 
people.
 It was Mc 
end iesidt
 of 
hours of 
Wreful
 
plaoriiihl.
 
frantic
 
changes.
 late 
nights.
 little
 
-leep,
 lijg
 
ideas.
 
It
 
sas
 
a
 
Itiif
 
fun.
 
To 
the
 
Homecoming
 
committee.
 
its capable leader. 
Jerry 
Ere 
les
 
and
 
mei-sane
 
who  
participated  in 
r  
hution.  
sr
 
tip  
air 
hat.
 
We
 
rail  
I/11k
 III,. 
nina that
 flame 
Homecomings  are as 
glen!.  
J.A. 
thiy
 
%,rit's  
to,relle111
 Cele. 
BY 
POPULAR
 DEMAND
 
Charter
 
Flights
 
offers
 
volt
 
chartered
 flights t 
hi,  Christmas  
NEW 
YORK
   
$240* 
DENVER
   
$90* 
Round 
trip  
on a 
D.C.  8 via 
Capital
 
International  Airways, 
first  
class,
 
Leave 
S. F. Dec. 
20 
Lvrtii
 lig 
Return
 January
 5. 
1061
 
For 
the above 
rates, 
call  
before
 Nov. 
20
 
Wayne
 Lee, 294-0617 
Imituks 
administrative
 
lee 
IT'S HOT! 
IT'S  A HONDA! 
4-r-44416 
fea 
Only $285 p.o.e. 
HONDA
 
SUPER  SPORT "50" 
MARK 110 
This
 
SO
 
cc 
Honda
 is a giant for 
performance:
 develops 
IMP
 
at
 
9,000
 
RPM
 . . 
. gets up to 
225 mpg.
 Racing
 type 
highcompression
 head 
ram 
injection
 
carburetion,  other 
great
 
features.
 See
 it 
now!
 
BILL
 MANDER 
635 
Ucivorsity
 
Avenue   Telephone
 354-2130 
Los Gatos,
 
California  
Come
 in 
and 
see the New
 90 CC 
just
 
think
 
of
 
it
  
 
You
 
can
 
open 
a new  
Roos/Atkins
 
SUPER/CHARGE
 
and
 
take
 
months  
to
 
pay!
 
1111111MM=IN=Ilk
 
First
 
at
 
Santa 
Clara
 
DOC 
o.^ 
yae.
 
HEVER
 
UNDERESTIMAT
 F. 
THE  PoWER,  
OF
 A 
WOMAN-
__
 
Mao  
Tse-tung's
 
Doctrines
 
Important
 
Military
 
Force
 
11 
.ANT111.11  .1. 
DOMMENT
 
United 
Prosh 
...
 
HONG 
KONG 
WM,  The 
dissemination
 of the 
writings
 if
 
Mao 
Tse-tung
 among the
 Chi-
nese population
 is more than
 
ever a 
priority
 party objective 
and nowhere is 
this
 considered 
more important 
than
 
in
 the 
armed  forces. 
From the top to 
the bottom, 
Red 
China's 2.25 million -man 
army 
is based
 in 
the foundation
 
of Man's interpretation
 of Marx-
ism-Leninism.
 
This  Marxist interpretation, 
rnoted  in 
the guerilla struggles 
of 
the 1930s, 
stressed
 the 
neces-
sity of intimate linking of the 
armed 
forces  
with  China's 
mas-
sive peasantry in what 
the 
Com-
munists call a "People's Libera-
tion Army." 
Now this attention to Mao's  
doctrines appears to 
outweigh 
purely military training in 
order  
of importance. 
Newly conscripted 
recruits  
into the 
army 
are being 
given  a 
thorough education in 
the  writ-
ten works of Mao 
before  they 
undertake anything 
else. 
According 
to China 
You
 
News, the 
daily  
newspaper
 of 
the central 
committee of the
 
Young Communist League, the 
study of 
Mao's  writings by 
new  
recruits was
 instituted 
by "party 
committees at various levels and 
the  
par,
 
h ranches (if 
COM-
ponies."
 
Senior military 
officers ap-
parently have 
not  had a say in 
determining  
the priority
 of 
courses through 
which the re-
cruits are 
put.
 
This 
would
 appear to be a 
main 
point 
of
 possible 
frielion
 
between the army and 
the 
party,  
with  army 
officers 
hesitant  to 
criticize 
the  heavy 
emphasis  on 
strictly
 political
 
indiwtrinatiati
 
for 
fear 
of being 
aeeused
 
reacting
 
against  the 
spirit
 
iit
 
I 
tic' 
"People's"
 anliN 
What 
is kn,, 0 
fru um the 
China 
Youth
 
NeWN  ;Ind 
Oiler
 
mainland
 
press 
article,.  Is
 that 
thi,
 
,Turement  
of 
the
 
good
 
soldier
 
to have
 "good 
political  think-
ing." 
And 
in
 China 
today,  this 
means
 thinking 
the  way Mao 
thinks.  
Mao Is 
to be 
regarded
 as a 
"guiding light,
 a lighthouse il-
luminating  their 
the
 young
 sal-
iliersi
 
revolutionary advance." 
Moreover, the 
conscripts are 
that
 "when you 
come
 
mill '.5 a 
new 
word, consult the 
dictionary;
 when
 you 
come 
a,.r,es 
problems,  
consult
 the 
selected
 
works of 
Mao
 Toe -
lung"
 
The 
emphasis  on Mao's  written 
word is so 
intense  that soldiers 
who ran
 read are directed to 
"carry
 the books around with 
them all the time so that they 
can read them whenever they 
have time." 
On the other hand, illiterate  
soldiers are taught to read and 
write.
 using 
Mao's  works  as 
text-
books
 In this way. "while learn-
ing tri read and write, (they) 
study  
revolutionary
 truths." 
Personalized 
Cleaning with 
Door to Door 
Service
  
Yours  with a Call to 
WATKIN'S CLEANERS 
 2 Day Ser,,;ce
 
 Good Clearing and 
Finishing 
Watkins Cleaners 
Phone 269.6592 
Actual Size
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Now You Can 
Buy A 
CONCISE
 
Circular 
Slide  
Rule 
FOR ONLY 99( 
AT 
Roberts Book
 
Store  
10th 
St.
 across form men's dorms 
GATT 
Attempting
 
To
 
Arbitrate
 
U.S.-ECC
 
'Chicken
 
War'
 
Debacle
 
It. 
POO.
 
NEWSOM  
111 I 
New,.  
Aindp,,t  
In 
Heil- 
and 
Geneva de-
liberations are 
under  way 
which  
eventually 
will  affect the 
pocket-
lamks 
of
 more 
than
 1M5 
million  
Americans  and 
more  than 172 
Europeans. 
Eventually.  the 
outcome  
could
 
affect
 the prier.  of 
such 
widely  
diverse  item-
 as an 
Italian  neck-
tie
 in Kansas 
City and an 
Amer -
lean frozen 
chicken
 in 
Munich. 
In Geneva
 a panel
 of 
experts
 
appointed by 
an
 organization
 
bearing 
the  formidable  title
 
of 
General Agreement 
on 
Tariffs
 
and Trade
 
IGATT)
 
is attempt-
ing to 
arbitrate the 
so-ealled
 
"chicken
 war" 
between 
the 
rnitral
 
States 
and the six MO -
mono 
of 
the  
Earopean 
Con
-anon  
Market. 
The United States 
charges
 
that
 Common 
Market  levies 
against
 American  
foorsn 
chick-
en 
literally  ha. Irozen
 
Ameri-
can poultry
 
prolocei,..
 
'oil 
of the 
community.
 It 
aa the
 loss at 
$46 million. The C,,,eni,,n Mai 
ket claims the 
loss .s 
million. 
RETALIATORY 
TARIFFS  
And,  unless the 
Common  Mar-
ket 
community
 makes 
some
 sort 
of amends, the United
 Stales 
threatens; 
retaliatory tariff. 
on 
two dozen 
or
 mom items
 im-
ported 
Irom Europe. 
Al stake is 
much more than 
the frozen 
chicken  market. The 
United States
 annually sells to 
Europe more than
 a billion 
dol-
lars worth 
of
 agricultural
 goods. 
And the fear is that a high 
pro-
tective  tariff system eventually
 
could bar a large portion of that 
total from Europe. 
The Geneva arbitrators may 
come up with a decision this 
week. 
For the 
future of 
the 
Com-
MEM 
a 
parlitieally
 
united  
ne 
problem
 under study
 
in Br, is 
even
 
thornier.
 
Foreign 
ministers 
of 
West  
Germany.  France,
 
Italy,  
Bel-
ge1111, 
Ilolland
 and 
Luxembourg
 
are 
attempting  to 
agree 
upon
 a 
Common
 Market 
agricial 
lira
 
I 
r 
:iodic, with 
ambitions 
la fTlilke 
Fiance the I/I'Paliba,I<I4 
tom , 
hinted
 
he 
ma), 
pull  
.,1 
in,, 
Common
 
Market
 
al-
basoner ii'. 
 I a; 
,a 
..,1
 
Ile 
st 
farmer  
anhataa.  
11,,, in. 
Priti.N't 11.11 1 Ili 
I 1 0,11( 
tie 
V, . 
n.an
 agriculture
 
Is less
 
efficient 
than 
the 
French
 hut enjoys 
the 
most 
government
 plsotectiun
 (A 
any 
in Europe
 
Its West 
Ger-
many,
 the 
farmer 
also is 
a po-
tent
 
political
 
foree.
 
Aral, 
unhappily
 
for the
 
Ger-
man 
farmer
 any 
agreement
 on 
a 
common  
iodic:, 
In
 
as? COMP
 al 
Ills 
expense.
 
A rairrent
 proj.c.a:
 
would
 aid 
the 
French
 famer ten
 
is 
esti-
mated  to cost 
riermiin
 
farmers
 
$11, 
.dlion  
a 
yetir.  
.c,riee.
 
I'll.  
agreement
 be -
foie  
a: 
he 
year
 
seem
 
..eement
 
altar 
the 
ChIlliCe
 for success 
en more 
important  new,-
se!,,,I
 
dial  
for May.
 
- 
the 
meeting
 of 
at 
which  
the 
ta,ped
 
to negotiate
 
io-t,..arri
 
tariff  
cuts
 up 
p.a 
cent.  
 a. 
,nothem
 it affects 
nael.e!
 
book
 in t he U.S. 
DON'T  
FORGET  
TO
 DO 
THE 
FLI I' 
NEXT
 
WEEK
 
Nov. 
18th 
Bogyizotte, 
-Right 
on
 Campus' 
Meet 
Gerald
 
Bourland
 
SCm 
Computer
 Systems 
Associate
 at WE 
Gerald  
Bourland,
 B.S., 
Central
 
".^  aura 
State 
College,  
'61, 
picked
 
Western
 Ele 
' 
hecause  
offered
 
many  
interesting
 
and 
ch.,
 
..".Tig  
oppor-
tunities
 in 
his 
favorite
 
fieldsautom
 
tm 
and
 
data 
processing.
 
Gerald's
 
work
 here
 consists 
of 
writing,  
testing
 and 
documenting
 
computer
 
programs   
each
 one 
a 
different
 and
 
exacting
 assignment. 
Also
 of 
great  
interest
 to 
Gerald  
when 
he 
joined  
Western
 were the 
Company's
 
numerous  
manage-
ment
 courses 
and  
paid
 
Tuition
 
Refund 
Plan. 
He 
knows, too,
 that
 we'll 
need 
to 
fill 
thousands  
of su-
pervisory 
positions
 
within  the 
next 
few 
years.  And 
he's  
getting  
the
 solid 
experience
 
needed  
to 
quality.  
Right  now, 
Gerald
 is 
working
 on a 
verification
 
sub
-system  for 
maintaining
 
production
 
contrnl  It 
consists 
of 
seven  
distinct 
computer  
programs 
that 
Western
 
ElectricO,  0 
PrIncloel 
minulactunna
 locaPons
 
' 
'14,  
  
Fneinvertna
 
Research 
Center, 
Pronceton,
 
N..;
 
 
I.
 
operate  
--h 
performs  
the func-
tion
 
of
 
ty.1.;   
 .reifying
 
forecasted
 with 
actual 
Customer
 -  
If 
you,
 
fse
 
-,i  
Raurland,
 set the 
highest
 
standards  I . enioy  a 
challenge,  
and  have 
the 
qualifii
 
,it.i 
we're
 looking for - 
let's talk! 
Opportunities
 for 
fast 
moving careers 
exist  
now for 
liberal 
arts,  physical science and 
business
 majors,  
as well as for
 
electrical,
 
mechanical and 
industrial  
engineers. For more 
, led 
information,
 
get  
your  
copy
 of the Western
 
Ii  Career 
Opportunities
 
booklet from 
your P: 
-Ient  
Officer.  Or write:
 
Western  Electric  ; Any, 
Room
 6405,
 222 
Broadway,  New York 38, N. Y. And 
be sure to 
arrange for a 
personal  
interview  when 
the  Bell 
Sys-
tem recruiting team visits 
your campus. 
,/ UNIT
 OF 
THE  etLi.  
SYSTi
 V 4 
' 'he 4cne
 r 
nlus  16 
others
 
throughout  
iS. 
U S. 
, ,
 
,Little Rock,
 Ark,  Gen. Ho., 
195  
Broadway,
 
New 
York 
;INA:
 
DEFECTIVE
 
4SPARTAN DAILY 
Wednesday,  
November
 I 
1 
Vice
 
Chancellor  Resigns;
 
SizattanT)ailii
 
'Accepts
 
Unannounced
 Job 
PSA 
WEEKLY
 
FLYING  
FOOTBALL
 
CONTEST 
GAMES
 FOR THE 
WEEKEND
 
OF
 NOV. 16-18 
(NOTE: 
Circle 
the exce:Ted 
winner
 and 
indicate
 
the 
probable  ,c.cre). 
SJS 
Wisconsin  
Navy 
SMU 
Princeton
 
Alabama 
vs. 
Fresno 
State 
vs. Illinois 
vs. 
Duke 
vs. 
Arkansas
 
VS.  
Yale
 
vs. 
Georgia Tech 
One Er4/-
 
'Per Person
 
All
 
entries
 must 
be in the 
boxes 
in the 
Spartan 
Bookstore 
and 
Spartan  Daily 
office  by Friday noon 
NAME 
ADDRESS   
PHONE   
Contest is 
open  
to all
 members of the SJS faculty and 
student body, with the 
exception of members of 
the Spartan 
Daily  editoriI and 
advertising  staffs. Winner 
will
 
receive
  fres, 
round-trip  ticket 
on 
Pacific Southwest Airlines brilween  
San 
Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles Good 
until June. Winner will be notified 
be
 the 
Wodnesdaa 
toHow,q
 oath 
cont.+  
Plan to 
Teach? 
Join 
Student -California 
Teachers Association and 
learn more about your pro-
fession. Join in 
Student
 
Affairs Office, 
Ex
-Dope 
Addict
 
On 
Campus
 
Today  
State 
College  Vice -Chancellor 
hm Muchmore
 has announced 
he 
will resign 
effective Jan. 
1. 
1964.  
The 40-year -old Vice -Chancellor 
, AROTC Drill Team 
Wins Three Firsts 
Over Weekend 
The Army ROTC drill 
team
 and 
color guard won three first place 
honors for 
their  performances
 user 
the
 past weekend. 
On 
Saturday,  the drill team
 
we  
top honors in the Ilomecoming 
parade 
competition.  beating out 
the 
Air Force ROTC. 
The drill team then earned first 
place in San Jose's Veteran's Day 
parade, beating out a unit from 
Treasure 
Island  and several Ma-
rine drill squads.
 
Also, the SJS Army ROTC's 
color guard led by Cadet Sgt. Don 
Hoag, won top honors at the Vet-
eran''. D,,.% part& 
from Long Beach
 announced his 
resignation Friday at the 
Board  
of Trustees 
meeting  in San Fran-
cisco.  
Muchmore, with 
the Chancel-
lor's office since May
 of last year, 
said he has accepted another posi-
tion which will be announced later. 
Before 
joining the colleges, 
Muchmore headed the California 
Museum of Science and Industry
 
in Los Angeles 
for five years. 
He began
 his career in education 
as 
a political science professor on 
the
 faculties of Long Beach and 
San Diego
 State Colleges. 
Exchange
 of Ideas 
At Swapshop Today 
Exchanging 
ideas  will be the 
main purpose 
of
 today's Fieldwork 
Supervisors'  
Swapshop
 which will
 
be 
held in 
the  
recreation
 wing 
of
 
the PER Bldg., sponsored
 by the 
Recreation  
Department.  
The 
swapshop
 will be comprised
 
of the
 27 supervisors,
 16 current  
student
 field workers
 and the 
stu-
dents 
who will he 
doing  their 
field-
work in the spring
 and next fall's 
semesters. 
ID(
 
Charters
 
Norma Mac 
Kay,  former 
dojo
 
At 
Cafe  Capers 
Game
 Buses 
:Abet
 and 
leader
 of a 
delinquent  
_;ang. 
will  
speak
 as a 
guest of 
Chi 
Alpha
 
religious
 
organization
 
at 
'to today
 
in 
F:Dioo.
 
- 
Pic
 Kay, 
29, is 
present
 
in the 
rehabilitation
 
ci 
,cridicts
 and 
delinquents.
 
STUDENT 
DISCOUNTS  
ironic 
Voir,  
.5 
lb
 II 
Equipts,
 eel 
OPEN
 
MON.,  
THURS.,  
It Hid I 
Mitt 
Hilt, 
United 
Radio
 and 
T. V. 
Supply
 Co. 
CY 
0-1212  
1425 W. San 
Carlos  
SIMPLE 
SIMON 
Family
 
Restaurant
 
THIS 
WEEK'S
 
COLLEGE
 
SPECIAL
  
Students!
 
This 
coupon
 
entitles you to: 
25c  
off
 on 
50c 
off  on 
75c off 
on 
a 
small  pizza 
a medium 
pizza 
a 
large  pizza 
"The 
home of the 
golden  pine" 
1897 ALUM
 ROCK 
AVE. 
All -Star Band 
Featured  
Tomorrow  
Sing-alongs will be the order of 
the afternoon when Bob Thomp-
.on's
 
All -Star Banjo 
Band is fea-
r -wed at Cafe Capers tomorrow 
in the Cafeteria (corn 2:30 to 3:30 
;,.M. 
The 
group,
 
which plays Dixie-
land 
music  at a torrid pace, con-
sists of Paul Christenson. drums; 
rreeve Marty, lead banjo; Rich 
s, second 
banjo; Carl 
Englebrecht,  third
 banjo; and Bob 
Thompson, piano. The leader, 
Thompson, was graduated from 
in 1958.
 
The group is 
presently appearing 
cut 
the Outhouse (formerly Big 
s Gitshnuset. a pizza parlor lo
-
at
 
Saratoga and Stevens 
Creek
 
roads.  
They have 
also appeared at 
the
 
Red Garter, Rig Al's Gashouse
 in 
Palo  Alto and the Roaring '211, 
Room
 
at 
the 
1.1ionliitht
 Howl,
 
Signups
 Begin 
For 
'Recognition'
 
Interviews for
 
positions  
on the 
I 
tecoiz,nition  
Committee
 c.vill be 
held 
tomorrow  
from 
1:30 to 
5 
p.m.
 in 
the
 College
 Union. 
Applications
 and 
interview
 
sign
-
'it 
c 
sheets 
are available  at 
the 
I 
ollege
 
Union.  Application,  
Icir
 the 
:iositions
 are due 
at
 noon 
the day 
it int. 
to
 
the 
interview. 
Coming:
 
November
 
20th
 
& 
21st  
HUGHES
 
announces  
campus
 interviews
 for 
Electrical
 
Engineers
 and
 
Physicists  
receiving  
It S.,
 M.S.
 or Ph.
 D. degrees.
 
(Mid
-Year 
or June 
graduates)
 
Contact
 your 
Placement
 Office
 
immediately
 
to arrange
 
an 
interview
 
appointment.
 
Creating  a 
new world 
with  
electronics
 
HUGHES
 
icii.iit
 
AIRCRAFT 
COMPANY
 
rol,I.EGE
 
PLACEMENT
 
OFFICE
 
P.O.
 
Box  
905/5,
 Los 
Angelps
 9, 
Caldornio
 
u 
a CITIZENSHIP
 
NEOulflID
 
Ai,  
66,tat  
66660,it
 ii 
qmpioor. 
The 
Inter- 
Dormitory  
Council 
will
 charter
 buses 
to carry
 stu-
dents
 to 
Fresno  
for  San 
Jose 
State's
 football
 game 
with the 
Fresno
 State
 
Bulldogs,  
Saturday,
 
it 
was  
announced
 at 
the IDC
 
weekly
 
meeting  
last
 week.
 
Prices 
for  the 
trip will 
be an-
nounced  
later this
 week. 
The num-
ber 
of 
buses  to 
be 
chartered
 will
 
depend 
on the 
amount 
of students
 
who sign 
up. 
Also 
at the 
meeting,
 Pat 
Mont-
gomery.
 
chairman  
of
 the 
Campus  
Blood  
Drive.
 
announced
 
that  the 
dormitory
 
with the largest
 
amount  
of
 donors 
in the 
coming  
drive
 will 
he 
presented  
with  a 
trophy.
 
Prof To 
Speak 
At 
Dedication
 
Dr.
 
Norman 
Dolloff.  
proli-si,c
 of 
geology,
 will 
he the 
principal 
speaker
 
at
 the 
dedication
 cere-
monies  
for the 
recently
 com-
pleted 
science
-library
 
building
 at 
Los 
Gatos  
High  
School
 
tomorrow.  
The  
ceremonies
 
will
 begin 
at 
3:30  p.m. 
Co-Rec
 
Sausalito
 
Trip  
Planned
 
en 
Week -End  
(To-P,ec
 
tee is 
planning  a trip 
to Sausalito 
this
 Saturday.
 
Students  who 
wish  
to 
go should 
sign
 up 
in the 
Student 
Altair.
 
Office. B-1. The 
deadline is 5 
p.m. 
Thursday,  Nov. 14. 
Transportation
 
cost  per 
student 
will  be $1.  
Cars  will 
leave
 the 
campus  at 
9:30 p.m. 
,Photogs  
Get
 
IFC  Will  
Help
 
Colonizii
 
Experience
 
Kappa
 
Sigma
 
Fraternii
 
At
 
Carmel
 
"Off 
we 
gic  
into
 
the 
wild blue 
yonder"  
was the 
tune 
for  
Kappa
 
Alpha 
Mu 
members  
on 
Monday's
 
picture
-taking  
field
 trip to 
Carmel. 
Six a.m, 
came mighty
 early, but
 
12 students
 and their
 adviser, 
Joe 
Swan,
 assistant
 professor
 of jour-
nalism,  
managed
 to load all
 the 
NICK
 PAVLOFF, Kappa
 Alpha 
Mu, camera -bug, gets wet feet 
as he intensely
 studies the dogs 
and 
children  playing in the 
waves
 
at
 
Carmel.  
camera equipment and lunches 
into their cars and set out for the 
sea 
shore.
 
, The group, 
affiliates  of the na-
tiiinal
 I raternity Of photo -journal-
ists,
 took advantage of the blue 
skies and nippy fall weather 
to 
lest their camera skills. Crowds 
out
 for the holiday made good 
subjects for the camera. Half -sized 
youngsters
 
and 
dogs 
of all de-
scriptions
 dotted the beach
 and 
wallowed
 in 
the
 surf 
before 
the 
lenses. 
The 
camera 
obscura.  a 
rotating 
lens built in the roof of a 
hut 
that 
projects  a view 
of the sur-
rounding 
landscam  onto the floor 
of 
the 
hut.
 was a 
highlight
 
of
 a 
tour along 17 -Mile Drive, The 
Witches  Tire and 
Joe's 
Point,  a 
place on the coast
 where 
two 
ocean  
currents
 join, provided
 in-
teresting
 
material 
for the 
eager  
wieramen.
 
Pictures 
from this trip and 
others
 may be entered in 
1110 MI-
! firma, 
Kappa
 
Nlpha
 Mu 
photo 
contest  in
 
II. 
jing. 
Classic
 
Films  
,1 ill 
Call..
 
; 
'.111,11i.,
  
Front  I - 
,  
F11[11 series
 
in. in 
T1155.
 
opera.
 
"Images 
the
 two 
10)[1_,
 
PRICES  
START
 
AT
 
ONLY
 
24 75 
307 
TOWN & 
COUNT8Y
 
VILLAGF.
 

 
iti8St
 
The
 
Inter  
- 
Fraternity
 
Council
 
pledged its 
help  
to the
 
colonizing  
Kappa
 
Sigma  
fraternity,
 last
 
week
 
at
 a 
dinner
 
meeting
 at 
the 
Theta
 
Chi 
house
 
which  
was  
attended
 
by 
Pres.  
John 
T. 
Wahlquist.
 
The 
IF('
 
will  
send 
representa-
tives 
to 
a 
meeting
 
with 
several
 
alumni
 of 
the 
incoming
 
Kappa  
Sigs 
to
 
discuss
 
how 
the 
IFC 
can  
help  
the 
aspiring  
national.
 
CHALLENGE
 
Associate
 
Dean
 
of
 
Students,
 
Robert  
S. 
Martin,
 
issued
 
a chal-
lenge
 to 
the 
IFC  
to
 rise 
to 
the 
occasion  
and 
help 
the  
Kappa
 Sigs.
 
He 
stated 
that 
the 
success
 of 
the  
fraternity
 
could  
reflect  
on 
the  
fraternity
 
system  
at 
SJS.  
Pres.  
Wahlquist,  
guest
 of 
the  
WC 
and Theta
 Chi, 
in 
a 
post
-din-
ner 
speech,
 
praised  
the 
fraterni-
ties  in 
the 
services  
they 
have  
per-
formed,
 but 
later 
warned 
them 
to 
maintain
 their
 
standards.
 
"Some  
men 
feel
 they
 have
 
reached
 the 
acme 
of 
success
 
when
 
they
 enter
 a 
fraternity.
 
However,  
even  
though  
they are
 
fraternity
 
men, 
unless  
they  are 
competent,
 
Theta
 Sigs
 
Initiate  3 
In 
Chapel
 
Theta Sigma 
Phi  
women's  
na-
tional 
journalism  I 
raternity 
on 
campus, 
is 
stronger
 by 
three
 
Imembers  and 
seven pledges
 this 
week. 
Initiation
 in 
Memorial  
Chapel  
recently  honored 
Marilyn Ann 
Bell. 
Evelyn 
Dixon,
 and Jane
 Hoyt, 
journalism  
majors.  New 
pledges 
are Evelyn
 J. Stuart
 and Gall 
Granzow, 
English majors
 with 
journalism  
minors;
 Jane B. 
Ed-
wards, 
Adrienne
 C. 
Kennel-.. 
Claudia J. Lindley, 
Reevie
 
Starr
 
Perrin,
 Valerie J. 
Smith,  Diane 
Mauzy,  
journalism
 majors.
 
Ceremonies were
 conducted 1,, 
Miss 
Jeannette  
Defame, 
alumna
 , 
adviser; Mrs. 
Dolores Spurgeon
 
and 
Mrs.
 Ilene 
Epstein.  
faculty
 
advisers;
 Diane Judge. 
president  
of 
13eta Pi chapter, 
SJS;
 
('arid
 
Swensen,  vice president; and 
Caro-
lyn Kinet, 
secretarv  -treasurer. 
A meeting in 
the Spartan 
Dail:.  
Room 
followed the 
initiatkm-
Pledging;
 
a 
review of national (Ton-
vent ion activities 
and 
decisions
 
was 
given by the 
official  chapter 
dele-
gate Regina
 MeGuiness. 
Old and new 
members,  pledges , 
and other interested 
women  
stu-
dents
 will attend the 
annual
 "Ca-
reer Clinic" 
sponsored by 
Penin  
sults 
Alumnae
 chapter of 
Theta 
Sigma
 Phi at Bowman 
Alumni , 
House 
on the Stanford campus,1 
beginning 
at 7:45 tonight. Stan-
ford 
Theta  Sigs also will 
attend
 
A 
sign-up
 
sheet  is posted on the 
Theta Sig 
bulletin  board
 in
 
I 
he 
Daily  
lab.  
COLLEGE
 
INION?
 
It's
 
been around  35 
NP;41",  
slle.$
 
S.IS 
students
 have been 
campaign-
ing 
for  a 
College
 Union. 
It 
1.5'%1S
 
ANN.11
 1928 
when students started 
is
 
for a union and WOre 
tellitons around 
campus, sayirvz 
-Von bet 
I'm supporting 
the
 
St 
ti
('enter,  
Aren't  you?" 
larry
 
nelson
 
"IAllri
 
AP
 
riVe"
 
CONNECTICUT
 
MUTUAL
 
LIFE
 
I671
 
Tk
 
Al.onorls
  
Suits lit 
294.5660
 
Pokier}
 T. 
Heckle/
 
C L 
U. 
Goner&
 
Agent
 
(ao.s theeyvlvs.00't i  
At:ADE:Mc
 
Pi 
lIst 
ITN
 
He
 
went
 
on 
to 
..tr,
 
the
 
of 
academic'
 
pursuits
 
,,n,i
 
against  
crowding
 
the 
social
 
,k 
to such 
an
 
extent
 
that
 
the
 
tract  
from
 
studies.
 
In 
the 
business
 
meeting
 
fi 
ing
 the 
dinner,
 
it 
Was
 
PIPlide(
 
a council
 
would
 
be 
tormed
 
a 
the
 fraternity
 
prosillents
 
tr. 
cuss 
problems
 
that
 
they
 
ma
 
counter.  
Howie
 
Reed,
 
We
 
dent,  suggested
 
the  
idea
 
aftei
 
ing
 visited 
the 
Cniversity
 
of
 
gon 
last
 
weekend
 
It 
wa, 
termined that 
the  
cil uoulit  
Inept
 
too 
t 
the, 
116 
president-
 
,ieeined
 
it 
l'Is.\\()
 
I 
Holt  
AH, 
urged menthe',
 t, 
firmalive
 
tel 
election,
 
in 
Iteccii
 
i,  . 
out that 
at the 
I1,,   
gon, the
 
late the 
other  camiiii-
 
 
dition 
to
 pros Jilin; ,, 
center. 
1 
Make Rig 
Stridet
 
in 
reading
 
and 
comprehension
 
Call CH t-7674 
Readalz. thir 
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Big 
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 and 
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1111'  
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'S-FACULTYAND
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I I US w 
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A 
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I 
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4 di: 
71".. 
Student
 
Conducts
 
New
 
Orchestra
 
p,11,  
I 
'I"   
 " 
I 
sequoia
 
fligh
 
Schi,
 
City.
 
.rhe
 
.-onoo
 
major.
 
sponds
 
j 
-I
 
01
 
hi,
 
rim,.
 
nerking
 
on
 
1111,
 
110%\
 
fils/11.11.
 
-tli
 
nut
 
study
 
III'.
 
101  
1eh111/1
 1/1' 
iiong
 
it 
ILL 
SI:;111a
 
1'1 
Il'il-
ternitti.
 
Galbraith
 
iia-
 
-,torlied
 
the  
vio-
lin
 
since
 
he
 
vi 
mu 
ii
 
nine  
years 
II 
1::1'  
prrlorniert
 
his  
r.uicutir
 
IlL 
111111Ie.
 Shute
 
then.
 
h' 
Iie. 
played
 
In 
the
 Stan-
ford
 
Synipheny
 
and
 
11
 II, 
concert
 
roaster
 
el
 
the
 
Northern
 
min  
High
 
Schee!
 
Honor
 
(tithe,
 
firitlitiitit
 
he
 
recei
 
HI
 
a 
%Cheep
 he 
has
 
' 
master
 
1,,i
 
11. 
ja 
Tope
 
Limitsid
 
Supply
 
Now
 on 
Sle 
$6.25  
now 
$6.75  
later  
La 
Torre  can 
bri 
purchased  
in front
 
of Bookstore
 & 
Cafeteria  
Thursdayi  
1030  1230. 
Salesmen  
wilt.
 bri at 
living 
quarters-  Monday
 night. Also 
sold at 
Student
 Affairs Bldg. 11-1.
 
Buy Now 
INNER 
HEATThis
 is 
the 
title 
of the 
painting 
by Lundy
 Sie-
griest,
 a 
prominent
 
Bay Area painter 
displaying
 his 
work 
and 
his father Louis
 in the College 
Art Gallery until
 Nov. 27. The 
gallery, 
located  in the Art
 Building, is open
 from 9 a.m. 
to
 4 p.m. 
on 
weekdays  and 
1:15  to 5 p.m. 
on
 Sundays during
 the run of 
the 
exhibition.  
Drama Dept. 
Announces
 
Cast
 for 
Ondine'  
Play 
,.,
 
II/
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1111. 
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 C,^ 
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;fir
 
S 11 
I.: 50, 
Quick
 
Clean  
Center  
Dry 
Clean
 
& 
Launderette
 
8 
Lbs. 
Drycleaning
  
$2.00 
Large 
Load 8 
to 10 
Garments
 
24 minute 
service 
Bring  in 
this
 
nil and 
SA 
7,Ite
 
Opnn
 8 rn 
'til 
Midnight
 
COME TO 
OUR 
1st 
Anniversary
 
Celebraf:on
 
November  11th 
- 16th 
BIG
 
PARTY
 & GRAND  
DRAWING
 
November
 16th,
 5-8 P.M. 
MUSIC
 
- 
REFRESHMENTS  - 
FREE
 
PRIZES 
POLAROIDLAND
 CAMERA  
PORTABLE
 T.V. 
TRANSISTOR
 RADIOS  
FREE 
DINNERS 
MANY 
MORE
 
MUM
 
 7 
FAMILY
 
RSTAURANTS  
UNDER  
ONE
 ROOF  
.11110011111.11.M.8,  
HAWAII
 
1964
 
UNIVERSITY
 
SUMMER
 
SESSION
 
Residence
 
 at Wilcox 
Hall  on 
campus  
or in 
apartmenthotel
 
at 
Waikiki  
HOWARD
 
TOURS  
R11111
 
.1 
nt,ifivt
 
on
 
S.
 
crrmirir,
 
MISS
 
KATHRYN
 
CASSIN  
Housemother  
at Delta 
Upsilon
 
155
 
South  11th Tel. CY 
3.2049
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to,  
14(pg 
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'..11AnTrl 
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-Sound' 
ask 
00Smn 
Off  
HIGHLIGHT',  
IT CONCERT
 
I., I 
,me  Butterfly. 
Spartan
 
Programs
 
Schedules
 
Dancers 
Sp,
 
1.111  
%,i1,1[11,1e1. 
IS 
Ill 
beltlil
 
its  
eillture
 
lei  
ytir.
 
%slum 
Sheriff(  
Rao  
and 
'ompany
 
present
 
Indian dances
 
in the
 Montgomery
 'Theater
 at 
 15 
p.m.
 
A, 
leader
 of  the group, 
Miss 
Rao 
ha, 
mastered 
the three 
South
 Indian 
classical  
techniques  
et 
dancing. 
They  are 
Mohini  At-
tain, 
liharata  
Natyam,  and 
K
athakali.
 She
 has saved from 
extinct
 
tun
 
the form 
called
 
Mo-
line All  
em. or 
"The
 Joint, 
of 
the 
lusine  
Enchantress."  
l'his 
dance has 
been
 banned for 
many  
year, 
Nlany  have 
considered
 it 
the
 
ultimate
 
in 
lyrical  
beauty
 of 
all Indian 
Iii 
SI11111
 
Ha:11141g 
to 
he 
presented 
"%tomtits
 
night was 
traditionally  
t 
reined  
by 
the gods 
for their 
entertainment.
 Hut 
since there 
I,
 no sharp 
distinction  
between  
,e1Illor 
anti  Sa(114'11 
in Indian 
cul-
SHANTA
 RAO 
. . . to dance 
Monday 
tItle, 
the 
flane,- love,
 for ex-
ample.  can apply to 
men as well 
a; gods.
 
Indian dancing is a combina-
tion
 of dance. drama, alW1 
music.  
and It extremely
 demanding 
'if
 the dill if
 the artist. In addi-
tion to 
rigorous training, the 
artist 
must communicate 
feel-
ing, through the use of 
hands,
 
eyeK, nec<.
 facial 
muscles,  and 
ii eyebrows. 
Included in the program will 
Iii'
 folk dances from Andhra and 
perforilled by (*han-
dy:Mirth
 and Padma. Musicians 
tie the 
ShOW  
will be 
K V. 
ff ttna. K. K. Nathappa, Vasanit 
P. :ind Nalarajan. 
New Star 
1.11,1t.i'II,YI1111
 
 
II' 
itS
 
S .I .1 ose to t 
lila
 jot'. 
Silo. replaces  Claire
 
Eicher  as 
Iteltin 
Austin.
 a flippant college 
student The stage play is per -
I..,11.,,1
 mt 
thr king I hot., 
Play-
house  Ilriwailan Gardens, every 
 
rucltt
 
There is 
an 
OPTOMETRIST  
at 
your
 door 
 
Eyes
 
ExArnined
 
 
Prescriptions
 
Filled
 
 Contact Lenses 
 Lenses 
Replaced  
 
Frames
 Repaired
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San
 Jose 
Does a man 
really take unfair 
advantage
 
of
 women 
when lie uses Mennen 
Skin 
Bracer?  
All 
depends  on why ho uses it. 
Most men simply 
think  
Menthottcod 
f'5. 
aver
 is 
the 
after -shave lotion 
around.  Because it 
en.:
 
tattier
 
than bui 
Because it helps 
heal  
thaying 
nicks
 and scrapes.
 
Because
 i; 
helps 
prevent  
blemishes
 
So who 
can blame
 them if Bracer's
 crisp, 
long-lasting
 
aroma
 
just happens to affect
 women so 
remarkably?  
Of 
cour5n, some
 
men may
 use 
Mennen
 Skin 
Bracer 
her:nine  
ed this effect 
 
How
 
intelligent!  
rihrrir
 
fir 
6SPARTAN DULY 
We,4-e,   
Spartans  
Beaten  
on
 
'Bad
 
Call'
 
Titchena
 
. 
* 
YES OR 
NOCharley 
Harraway  (33), at left, 
looks for the 
call  from the 
head
 linesman
 to 
irdicate 
whether  his 
forward
 
progress 
carried
 
across the goal line on a one -yard smash in the 
fourth quarter. The call was "touchdown." Ken 
S. 
Berry (1 I) anticipates 
the call, while Spartans 
Jerry Ludy 
(64), Jim Cadile (BO) and Fred 
Heron
 (78) are blocking. Jerry 
Facchine  (24), 
and Bob 
Johnson
 (59) 
push 
Harraway  back
but too
 late.
 
Fading FSC 
Approaching
 
First  
Losing Campaign
 in 12 
Years
 
 Special
 Student
 Rafts  
TYPEWRITERS 
ano Sale 
MODERN OFFICE 
MACHINES  CO.
 
124 
E Son 
Fernando  
293-5283
 
Frrag 
are, 
out
 ; 
which judging h.s 
it,  
 awesome. stands as the 
nest toot
-
ball
 target 
for the Spartans 
to 
shoot  at. 
The Bulldogs lost 25-14 to Liar: 
Beach State Satin-it:is at 
'11111110MIIIMIWr 
Your 
European
-made car
 needs our 
years of 
experience 
CARAGE
 
EUROPA
 
Ferotir 
of 
Volkswagen
  Mrcedes
  Porscll 
MASTER
 
MECHANICS
 
Trained
 
in (7,-nar, 
Werner
 
Zelenkoof
 
760 Willow St. 
San 
Jose
 25. 
Calif.
 
292-5675  
;1".stte
 
F 0 
L K 
1;uitars-
 Banjo.,-
 I A.,,4)11. 
RENT TO LEARN
 
BENNER  
MUSIC  
CY 7-7417 1884 
W Sow Cor.n. 
Jones, 
froall ergtelt.  
-isaited  the conte,t 
"Fresno
 State now has a 4-4 
retort! and could %%int! up with 
their first losing season in 12 
seal..." Jones 
said. "Coach (Cell 
Coleman is in his final year of 
vomiting and in 
danger
 of his 
%% torsi 
neaton."  
coleman
 has a four-year record 
iit wins and 11 losses. 
He
 moves 
itp to athletic director in the very 
near future. 
Only  the Spartans and Abilene 
christian
 remain 
on
 
this 
year's
 
luls', 
so 
Coleman
 has his 
work 
iiit iiut. 
"Watt Carter IFSC 
quarter-
back) is an outstanding 
runner 
but, not as 
good a passer as 
%rizonsi Sttste's John Jneobts." 
Ielle% 
reported.
 
un..,iled  the short 
-hi 
it  formation 
for 
-1 
time
 this
 
year
 against 
it State 
I.,  ;aid to their 
It 
nose. 
"This  isn't 
one
 of Fresno's
 bel-
1 IT 
team,
 
.tones
 said. 
"Carter
 is 
a rernendor
 is 
quarterback,
 they
 
have
 .400d speed. but the line 
isn't  
a tow." 
.mrtes
 said that
 Monte 
Day,  a 
acket  
All-American
 
in 1962. 
NOW IS THE TIME
 
for 
t EnACING 
YOUR
 
WORN-OUT
 
TIRES
 
ii 
!chile Still fire 
Vft Charge
 for
 
 
GUARANTEED
 
NUTREADS
 
$R95 
and 
upExchange
 
For 
All  
Cars   Foreign & 
Domestic  
..., 
SPARTAN 
PARKING
 
CENTER
 
USE  YOUR STANDARD OIL CREDIT CARD 
141  
SO. 4TH 
STREET 
OPPOSITE
 COLLEGE
 LIBRARY 
CALL 
297-1655
 
Hansen 'Not 
Guilty'
 
Game
 
Film Shows
 
Official's
 
Error
 
By 
DAVE
 NEWHOUSE
 
Larry 
Hansen
 
was 
called 
offside  
for the first time in his two year. 
at San Jose State in Saturday's 
21-19 football defeat
 by Arizona 
State.
 
He actually 
wasn't,  but it 
still cost the Spartan: the game. 
"The game films show 
We 
were beaten on a had 
call," said 
Bob Titchenal, head 
coach. "We 
wore :Mead 
13-1
 and would base 
taken possession if the ball." 
The 
play happened 
with  
t:30
 
left
 in the game. The 
Sun  Devils 
had 
fourth  and three 
yards to go 
for a first down.
 Charley Taylor 
made two, 
apparently  giving
 up 
the 
ball to the 
Spartans.  
But, an 
official called 
Hansen 
offside, 
penalizing 
SJS five 
yards.  
and giving ASU 
a first down 
on 
the Spartan 43. 
On the next play, 
Tony Lorick
 went all the 
way, 
John Seedlxirg
 
converted and 
the 
Son 
Devils
 were never 
behinil
 
I hereafter.  
"What happened 
Was that Joe 
Kush (ASIT 
guard)  Jumped off-
side,
 drawing 
Kamen  across
 the 
line of 
scrimmage.  Kush 
was  the 
one who was 
guilty, and admit-
ted this to 
Hansen after 
the 
game," 
Titchenal
 declared. 
"There were 
three  officials 
near
 
the play. 
If they weren't 
looking, 
this means 
they weren't
 doing 
their job." 
Titchenal
 added 
that 
Lorick
 
and Taylor
 were as 
good
 as their 
publicity 
releases  
indicated.
 "Noth-
ing in 
their  overall play 
beat u,, 
however. 
Just
 that one play 
did 
the trick." 
After 
completing
 10 passes
 
without
 an 
interception,
 Rand
 
Carter
 threw the
 costly 
aerial
 
Alumni
 
Jinx
 
The 
Alumni 
water polo
 team 
has held 
a veritable
 hex over 
tho 
varsity
 in their
 annual 
clash.  The 
rarls
 
have  won six of the 
last
 
seven
 games 
including 
a 1043 
win 
in 
the 1963
 renewal,
 
is 
nov., down to 
seeond  or 
thiro
 
string. The
 
6-4,  
250 -pounder 
hasn't
 
looked 
nearly  as 
good  this 
year 
as last. 
FS(' has 
exceptional  
pass  re-
ceivers 
in Joe 
Williams,
 Jan 
Faris and
 Roger 
Smith, 
giving  
Carter
 plenty of 
talent at 
which  
to 
aim his 
passes.  
Levi  
Owens,
 a 
Bulldog
 
halfbaek.
 
is the older 
brother
 of John 
Owens,
 
sophomore  halfback
 on 
the  Spar-
t;ins.
 Levi 
scored
 a 
touchoown
 
against  
Long 
Beach 
and 
should  
,tart 
against  San 
Jose.  
that
 was 
picked
 tiff 
by 
Vern 
,lierry 
smith 
and 
carried  
26 
yards
 for the 
deciding 
touch-
down.  
"I
 told Rand 
hefiar  sending 
hint  
in,  
not to throw 
into it 
pressured  
area. Darn, 
if on the lirst
 play 
he thiows to 
Johnson.  who 
hadn't  
it prayer of 
catching  the 
ball.
 Our 
downfield  receiver I 
Harry  
Kel-
logg i was wide open," 
Titchenal
 
"Berry 
was worried about 
get-
ting the
 ball to 1301) Bonds
 on the 
I wo-point conversion twilit 
SJS  
behind 21-191 and 
overthrew 
him. 
"Aside
 fr   this.  
Kell
 and 
Rand 
directed our 
best
 passing 
g   of the year," Titchenal 
stressed. Berry 0a, 12 
for  19 
for 131 yards, while Carter
 hit 
uun 11) of 15 for 17)4 yards and 
lys II I 0111.11111k1MIS, 
It V. :I, Ile first time in eight 
games thai San Jose State 
hail 
scored more ilian two 
touchdowns
 
Titchenal said 
it was a 
"great  
team effort" hy the Spartans that 
kept them in the game after 
Lorick's run and the decisive in-
terception. 
"Cass Jackson made an impos-
sible
 interception  
near our goal 
line in the lirst half. I also liked 
ENGINEERS
 
CIVIL
  
EITA:11{IC
 
Representatives
 of 
the  State 
of
 
California  
will
 be on 
campus
 
November
 19 
to
 
interview  
January
 
1964  
graduates
 in 
Civil and
 
Electrical
 
Engineering.
 
CIVIL
 
P.M:INF:IAN
 
(BS 
Degree)
 
Positions  
are 
available  
with  the 
Division  
of 
Highways,
 
Division
 of Bay Toll 
Crossings  
and 
the 
Department  
of 
Water  Resources. 
ELEcritiLti,  
ENcINELliS
 
(BS 
and MS Degrees) 
Positions  
available  
with
 the 
Department  
of
 water 
resources 
currently
 engaged in the 
Design and Con 
struction
 of 
California
 water 
facilities. 
111.:  
INTEfiN
 
AIIHANGEN11..\  11 '1111.: 
l'1,11.FklEVII
 111411  F. 
Brochures
 
available  
at
 the 
Placement  Office. 
Bontisi
 entelling 
anti 
riinthrig
 
%silt, the 
hall,'"Ilichenal
 
saki, 
pointing
 
nail 
key 
perform-
ances
 by 
the 
Spartans.
 
"Walt  
lloherts
 
made  
some
 line
 plays
 on 
offense
 and
 
defense:*
 
The 
third 
team 
saw 
plenty  
of 
serviee
 
against
 Aell' 
illid  
1110ked
 
good  on 
film, 
TItchenal
 
reported.
 
'I'm 
real 
proud 
of
 this 
team 
We'e 
shown 
good  
football
 ability
 
every
 
week.  Al 
times
 
it's been 
rough.
 
hilt 
I've 
Ile% 
el' been
 disap-
pointed
 in the
 team. 
"One bad 
break 
like the 
off-
side 
judgment
 call 
Saturday  
night,
 
has 
rneant the
 difference
 
between
 
a 
winning
 
and  losing
 
Yt.'"'
 
u.nn 
us,''
 
hx.rmanori
 
"Titeh." 
limy al  
I 
a 5-5 
s 
ear? 
"That's  
nhat 
we 
Minna  tor 
before 
flip' 
neaeon
 began,"
 TI14.11e11111
 point-
ed 
lint. 
The 
Spartan,  
most
 beat 
Fresno
 
Stale Saturday,
 at 
Fresno,
 :Intl 
rniversity  
I If Pa eif ie 
lieXt Week to 
come
 
out 
5-5. 
"Fresno's 
beaten  us the 
last 
three 
years, and 
on
 their home 
ladd
 can he plenty tough," 
Titch-
enal 
warned.
 
It should 
also  be the first  game 
of 
the year, %%
 
here the 
Spartan.  
take  the field as 
ta.,rite-
ABOVE THE 
CROWD
  Ron 
DeMonner
 (81) 
looks  on 
deject-
edly 
from
 on top
 of the 
team 
bench as the 
final  
seconds tick 
away 
in 
Saturday's
 
21-19  
loss
 to 
Arizona
 
State.  
i!
 
WALT
 
.ROBERTSkyeef
 
efforts
The California
 
main
 has been
 
virtual  
to 
the San Jose 
Slice
 
liarrien
 
losing seven times
 in a 
perteet
 
We
 
of 
17. t 
I.
-in
 
Mil
 
kbs 
398 E. Scioto Clara 
CUSHMAN
 
VESPA  
SALES 
AND 
SERVICE
 
,. 
nage
 
II
 M k 
tor
 
179/1 Fremont 
1s,.
 21,-101 
.1-hmeret;tish
 
'tor 
otsCOUNT
 
WITH
 458 CARD 
Art 
I 
ierinerN
 
293-1030
 
Presented
 
by
 
University
 Sant,,
 
Clara
 
Students
 
NOV.
 
22-t8:30
 
SAN
 
JOSE
 
CIVIC
 
AUDITORIUM
 
(.-ORIGilstAt
 
DEFECTIVE
 
riPts  
now 
r,n 
SJSC 
Studi.int
 
TICKETS
 
52.25,
 
53.25,
 For
 Information
 
296-3360
 
Ert
 
193 
ma
 
'or
 
It 
 0. 
10BERTS
 
. . key efforts 
..--
1.1S 
17 t- I Mg. 
.411 
oar 
I to* 
tN VESPA
 
;D SERVICE 
'\ \ 
by 
cerace
 
'WORK
 
OF
 
I 
ART"  
.1-11
 
weft.
 I.1
 
/11I, 
I,
 
,1 r%5 CARD 
If'fliterN
 
:lora
 
1931O30
 
rr,rfr2.r_rr./_P..rrIDO:0
 
)RIUM
 
.or 
Egt.
 
Quick
 
Striking
 
Spartans
 
Scalp
 
Stanford
 
in
 
Soccer
 
By 
TOM
 
O'NEIL
 
, 
Jose
 
State
 
struck
 
quickly
 
and  
repeatedly
 
to
 
scalp
 
the  
pre-
. 
iiously
 
undefeated
 
Stanford
 
In-
dians
 
6-5
 
last
 
night
 
in
 
a 
NorCal
 
League
 
soccer
 
match
 
at
 
Spartan
 
Stadium,
 
It
 
took
 
the
 
Spartans
 
only
 2 
16
 
to
 
sloe
 
four
 
goals
 
against
 
the 
In-
dians
 
in
 
the
 
fourth
 
period
 but
 
it
 
look
 
a 
last
 
minute
 
defensive
 stand
 
to
 
preserve
 
the
 
victory.
 
Eflok
 
Akpan,
 
playing
 
his  
gr,,,te,t
 
gain,
 
as 
a 
Spartan.
 
kkled
 
in
 
olIe
 
goal
 
and
 
assisted
 
the
 
scoring
 
If
 
two
 
others
 In 
the
 
final
 
'wriest
 
to
 
lead  
San
 
JOSE
 
State
 
OA
 
er
 
Stanford.
 
In 
the
 
final
 
minute
 
of
 play,
 
left
 
halfback
 
Slobodan
 
Galeb,  
inside
 
right
 
Dave
 
Kingsley,
 and
 
left
 
full-
back
 
Colin
 
Lindores
 
made
 
key
 
de-
fensive
 
plays
 
to 
subdue
 
the  
In-
dians.
 
Galeb
 
looked
 
very
 
impressive
 for
 
San Jose 
State  on 
del,
 ,1 ilk 
perfect 
head shots 
and
 
l,i1,,st 
minute
 saves
 plus 
a lot 
of 
a..:1111
 
ball  handling
 made him 
the de-
fensive star in 
the game. 
Stanford's 
offensive
 line 
couldn't get set and
 
San PM. 
State's defense !opt 
the 
pressure  
on 
throughout  the 
game.  
Albert  Nnoli
 and 
Klaus 
Berg-
man each scored one 
goal
 as 
mem-
bers of 
the  big 
Stanford
 
line but 
it 
took two 
fourth quarter 
goals
 
by 
right  halfback
 Kamiel 
Kadi to 
keep them in 
the game. 
San 
Jose State
 pulled 
ahead  of 
Stanford
 in the 
second 
period 
on 
goals by 
Lou  Fraser and
 Akpan :is 
the Spartans held to a 
slim 2-1 
edge at 
the half. 
Edgar 
Clark  
tallied
 the 
first 
Stanford
 
goal  
:it  11:55 
in the 
second  period
 
tic
 put them
 into 
the lead. However, the Spartans
 
Argentine
 
Poloists  
Face
 
San
 
Jose
 
State  
Tonight
 
The
 
San
 
.11114e
 
State 
water  
polo
 
Team 
will  
have
 
its 
work
 cut 
out  
tonight
 
against
 
an 
Argentina
 
na-
tional
 
water
 
polo
 team at 
7:30
 
in 
the
 
Spartan
 
Pool.
 
The  
Gauchos
 
placed
 third in 
the 
11,63  
PanArn
 
Games
 and are 
rated  
lit 
Coach
 
Lee  
Walton
 as the sec-
ond
 
strongest
 
team
 in 
Latin  
America.
 
The  
trip  
is 
a 
shakedown
 
cruise  
for 
the 
visitors,
 
who  will 
assemble
 
their 
1964
 
Olympic
 
team from 
this  
p 
op.  
The
 
Argentinians
 
have
 played 
fought
 
hacknd
 m m aaa!
 
tWie4.  ti,
tae
 the 
lead. 
Ntudi
 and 
Bergman
 
put 
the 
In-
dians
 back 
into 
the 
lead on 
two 
third 
period
 
goals  
while  
the  
Stan-
ford
 
defense  
held 
the 
Spartans
 
scoreles.s.
 
In 
the  fourth
 
period.
 San
 Jose 
State
 
broke  
through
 the
 
Indian  
defense.
 and 
struck 
without
 
warn-
ing. 
Byron  
Kobayashi
 tied 
the 
match 
up at 
3-3 
after  
taking  a 
pass 
from
 
Akpan 
Al 
Korbus
 jokiest
 the 
scoring  
group
 by 
kicking 
in two
 lZ41,11.4 
In the 
final 
period.  Ile 
broke 
0 11/S1. by 
himself
 
and carried the 
ball 
all the 
way  into 
the goal
 
after
 a 
from 
Akpan11,11 
tallied 
the other
 goal 
MI
 a pen-
alty 
kirk 
from  
20 yards 
out.  
Lindores 
helped 
set tip a score
 
by 
Akpan. 
He kicked
 the 
ball  in 
from the 
corner
 of the field
 to 
Korisis 
Koriais
 
then passed to 
Ak-
11111
 
Oh,
 
kieked
 the ball into 
the 
 
 
Spartan
 
coach  
Julie  
Menendev
 
a 
as
 
stay  happy with last night', 
sictory.  San Jose 
State  played it, 
 
 last league 
game hut will 
nos,  
wait
 
for a bid to the NCAA SO(1-
cot. 
playoffs.
 
Two
 
from  the Naartal 
League will go into the pla)offs. 
The l'Ilhersity 
of
 San Francisco 
has three 
games  remaining with 
California,  Stanford and San 
Franalsco
 
State.
 
One 
loss would 
put the Spartans int,i  the play-
offs. 
Si,, 
Jose State's win last 
night
 
oser Stanford was its biggest vic-
tory of the season. It marked the 
first time in at 
least seven years 
that Stanford 
has lost to t he 
Spartans. 
Finishing tap its current 
sched-
ule,
 the Spartans concluded play
 
with a 9-3 
record 
while  
Stanford  
with one game remainine
 
REAL 
KAPPA
 
SIGMAS
 
ON 
CAMPUS 
TODAY, 
TOMORROW
 
FRIDAY
 
All
 
are:
 
BRAVE
 
TRUSTWORTHY
 
SLEEPY
 
CHEERFUL
 
LOUD
 
COURTEOUS
 
CLEAN
 
SUPERSTITOUS
 
KIND
 
REVERENT
 
SHIFTY
 
SLOW 
3
 
DAYS
 
ONLY! 
First
 
Formal
 
Rush
 
NG,
 13. 14, Is 
Pscrn
 
147,
 
Engineering
 
Bldg.
 
1:30-430
 
P.M.
 
"Be
 
the
 
first
 
I^
 
Your
 
neighborhood
 
15 meet a 
Kappa  Sig." 
two games
 in the U.S.
 already. 
losing
 to the Long
 Beach Nu
-Pike  
team, last 
year's
 AAU 
champions.  
"Club 
Communicaciones,"
 as the 
team
 is called, 
is led by two
 Pan -
Am game 
veterans  --Osv,taklo
 Gen-
tile 
and Miguel 
Daschuta. 
The
 Spat -tans, 
coming off 
an 
easy 
14-3  
dunking
 of Cal on 
Sat-
urday,
 will use 
the game as 
a 
tightener
 for the 
Non-Cal 
Tour-
nament  at 
Treasure  Island
 Friday. 
Against
 the 
Bears, 
Frank  
Barnes pumped
 in three goals
 and 
Bill Parker
 and Charley
 Douglas 
contributed  two 
each  as SJS
 held 
the 
punchless
 hosts 
at
 hay. 
The Frosh who
 picked up their
 
urday  have two 
games this 
ate.--  
Entry
 Blanks 
noon 
starling  
at 3:30
 
p.m.  
again.,
 
San
 Carlos 
High  and 
W,H01-1.I.i  F 
High.
 
or 
Activit
 
ies 
  
The 
Speirtahabes
 
want  
1,,  c,.ri 
elude  their regular season 
 
winning note. Ti,
 date, the Itiosh 
have 
won 14 games 
against 
two
 
losses. 
Jack
 Liking was the big con-
tributor against the Bear frosh 
Saturday, 
firing  in 
so.en  goals 
in the 17-4 
thumping  of Cal. 
- 
second straight Non -Cal ut le Si, 
P 
&
 
N 
Original
 
Iceland
 
Sweaters  
Igloo Cardigan
 or 
Pullover 
for 
Men and 
Women
 
24°' to 
29 
95
 
Green
-Blue -Brown -Red 
Multicolor 
FREEMAN'S
 
SPORTS
 
CENTER
 
244 So 
Sr end 
San 
J0,0  
Due  This 
Week  
LARRY LOGANBILL 
. 
. faces Argentines
 
Wednesday,
 Nosemher 
1^ 1$113  
SPARTAN
 
DAILY
-7 
Harriers
 
Seek
 
Third  
NorCal
 
Championship
 
Victory
 
Friday
 
closing
 in on a 
plane 
trip
 to 
East Lansing, 
Mich.,
 the Spartan 
cross 
country  team entertains  the 
Noreal Invitational
 
Championships
 
Friday afternoon at 4 p.m. on the 
south campus. 
Golden Gate 
'flack 
(limb,
 Stan-
ford,  
Cal,
 
Mario Athieta Club. and 
satins
 Clara Valley 
Youth
 Village-
II all be on hand to Se(' if they 
eau
 blemish the local's unbeaten, 
reeord.  
This is the big meet for San Jose 
State. It will 
decide the team 
representatives for the NCAA 
Championships Nov. 25. Coach 
Dean Miller
 is confident of hi, big 
six 
runners,  but just 
saho the 
ai.,,eith
 
man will be 
is up 
in 
the 
it 
hr 
esprets rough 
sledding
 
f rom OfiT(' and the Stanford 
contingent. The track club is 
coining off 
a fine race at Para -
The
 
Inside
 
Pitch  
Tatlev's  Field 
1,oal Try 
Was  The 
II- 
'ro:g
 
Choice
 
By DAVE
 NEWHOUSE 
Sports  
Editor
 
Twenty-two  thousand 
people
 watched one man--
 -Bob Titchenal 
take the 
final moments 
of Saturday's 
Homecoming 
Game
 into his 
own 
hands. 
"Titch" had one of two basic choices to 
make-  
either
 
pass  
kick. This reporter felt he made the 
wrong  choice. 
The situation developed
 with 35 seconds left 
in the game, Ari-
pm:1 
state
 
leading
 
21-19
 
and San 
Jose State with 
fourth
 down and 
l'n YirdS
 tO /40 fur 
I 
1111W  
n. 
Ithth Talley was sent 
in to kick a field  poal 
from
 the Arit,mi, 
thall
 was 
on
 
the,
 a prestigious 54 -yard
 
attempt.
 
The
 
iii: 'city of 
arguments
 
favoring
 
Titchenaf
 
Vlf,11111 
nal  a 
kick
 woald 
be the last 
REAL
 
opport,inity  to \kill 
flu. 
:ante.
 An 
incompleied
 pass wouldn't give 
tia 
Spill tans 
"se,aual  
ellanee."  
Talley has matte 
similar
 kicks
 every
 day in 
practice.
 aunt 
Sat.  
neilas 
kick didn't miss by 
much,
 falling 
near the 
base,
 of the left 
al
 
the 
other
 hand,
 
Talley  has missed 
several
 
field  
goal
 al tettilt1-
from 
the 
lt0-40 yard 
range
 
this year. Ilk 
longest,  in 
game  
conelit,..n.
 
was 25 yards against
 Kansas State. 
Ile 
had already 
missed a PAT 
kick 
that  
night  
and less than 
two 
minutes before 
the  
tield
 goal try. 
kicked
 MINUS YARDS
 on 
a. kickoff.  His confidence
 
i he's 
only
 a 
sophomore
 I must
 have been 
thor..,aihly rattled. 
His 
kick  did 
come 
close-
 so 
do
 30 -foot
 birdie 
putts, 
that
 pre. 
fessional 
golfers 
make in 
practice 
but, never
 in 
clutch  
competition.  
Game  
condition
 kicking is 
more
 
important  
than
 
what
 Talley 
has 
done  
in 
practice. 
The 
an.sysei "ASU 
walk]  
have  been 
expecting
 
a 
isiss."
 
'rhe Sun
 
Des
 
I 
Is 
were  espeeling
 a 
pass  on 
the
 
important
 
two
-point
 
vorwersion  
play 
fASI'  
leaditc...f
 
21-191.
 
Bob 
Bonds still 
%vas  
all  
alone
 
in the 
end 
tone and would 
have
 caught
 
the  hall had 
not Ken 
Berry  
The
 
Spartans had 
eompleted
 
22 of 35 passes 
against  
ASI' 
had 
hit. four
 of six 
in the  
drive 
leading 
up to 
Tatley's
 kirk. 
You go 
with your 
"aces"
 and 
work on 
your  
"straights"
 in I. 
remote
 situations.
 
It's  a 
tough  
decision
 
Titchenal  
had  to 
make.  
even
 tougher
 
because
 
it was 
a 
quick  
decision.
 
Tam.
 
All 
male
 students 
are  wel- 
What
 
"Titeh"  
did 
was 
win 
many
 a 
future
 game for San .1-
I State.
 
Talley  
knows
 
in..  .a,aelt has 
faith in hint,  
and 
his  
confider,'
 intuit' to 
enter the 
badminton  
play.  
The 
-Turkey 
Tng"
 distance race 
mustitcd
 
 
it
 
I
 
t 
ut14111TleS  (1011'1 
 
%kill be inn from 
the 
ac mien's 
gym  
Ses °nth 
Si reel. 
and theism 
SCA"-
,nih 
to 
Spartan 
Stadium.
 Each 
ii 
,nt
 est
 ant 
will inn 
around
 
t he 
stadium and 
then 
return
 on 
SP% - 
(-nth 
and 
run 
back to 
the 
gym-
nasium. 
!mi.:mural
 
independent
 
f, 
ad
 ball 
champion,
 
the cal
-I lu - 
waiians.
 
haft  le; 
t he 
fun ternit
 
root
 I 
hi
 II tit list 
Friday 
al 
ternoon
 
!tt 
for the 
college 
intramural
 
tl. 
51111  
.1,/tie
 State radio
 
statiwi 
k ill 
hroacicast
 the 
game 
lie
 
from 
Spartan  
Stadium  
with 
Ken  
Alien 
and 
Rich  
Devitt  
mike  
side.
 
Phi 
Sigma 
Kappa 
defeated
 the
 
c.il-tiawNinins
 
in the 
hig clad'
 
iast
 
year
 to reign 
as
 
college 
int 
r, 
mural  
champion.
 
Front
-running
 
Phi  
Sig 
AT()
 tor
 the 
fraternity
 title
 
,.ii. 
hastily
 
Krone,
 for three intramural
 ac-
tivities are due 
this  week, 
accord-
ing to 
Intramural  
Director
 Dan 
Unruh.  
Badminton  and 
free throw 
en-
try 
blanks
 must be 
turned in 
to-
day by 1 
p.m. to the 
intramural  
office 
in the 
men's  
gymnasium.
 
All 
entries  for 
the annual
 "Tur-
key 
Trot" race 
on Nov. 26, 
are 
due  
Friday.  
Unruh has
 arranged
 to have the 
nusn's 
gymnasium  
open tonight
 
and 
Thursday
 night for all 
men  
entered
 
in 
111,,
 
hachninton
 and free 
throw  
comp,'
 it
 ion. The 
gymnasium
 
will he 
available 
for 
practice  
from
 
645-5:45.
 
Only college
 
basketball
 
players
 
former
 
players
 are 
ineligible 
t 
enter
 the 
free
 throw
 competi-
You 
should  
try 
the 
Char
-Broiled
 
Specialties
 
Beef
 
Burgers
 
Chuck  
Burgers
 
Steak  
Burgers
 
Steak 
Sandwich
 
2S0  
Shrimp 
Sandwich 
594 
390 
Fishwich
   450 
590  
B.B.Q.
 Beef
 
.. 
450 
89c 
Foot
-long Hot
 Dog 
354 
(with  
sauerkraut  
or
 chili) 
Try 
our 
newly
 
featured
 Pizza
 and 
Dinners
 
Large
 Pizza
 
Extra Large 
Spare
 Ribs
 
990 
$1.25 
890 
Shrimp  
Boat 
Chicken 
1/2-1b. Salisbury
 
BIG  
BEN
 
894  
994 
Steak
 894 
460
 E. 
Williams
 
Between
 
10 
& 
11. 
Phone CY 
4-8344
 
III 
Itly 
11 
411 
AMir. 
AMA.  
AM,  
FridaN
 
and
 
Saltirilm
 
Dance  
to 
 
Latin
 
 
Tropical
  
Twist 
SPECIAL
 
SUNDAY
 
JAM  
SESSIONS
 
728
 N. 
13th 
St.  
CY
 
5-9872
 
==.
 
4=1 
It 
A 
1' 
IP 
0 it T 
S 
 
THE 
STORE
 FOR
 MEN
  
Complete
 
LEVI
 Line
 
 
D 
 
 All 
CrInr  
 

 
tI,1
 
ntke,  
The finest
 
selection
 
in sport
 
shirts
 
 Name 
Brands
  
* Pendleton 
Shirts, Jackets,
 and Sweaters
 
* 
Rough  Rider 
Slax and 
Sportcoats 
Jacket. 
-- BRAD
 
WHITNEY
 
ORIGINAI  
tt%; 
Saul-.,
 
Slacks
 and Sporicoat% 
If a 
college 
man 
wears  it, 
Rapport's
 has it! 
It .1 
II
 
i 
oIt  T s 
741 So Ict 
CY 
7-4014  
ami base 
imprns..d 
tre-
mendously 
lo04111(
 t410 
I6-43. earlier
 
this  season. 
Ray 
Hatton.
 
former
 Idaho 
dis-
tance 
star.  Bill Morgan. and
 Ron 
Davis tire
 nearing 
peak  fortn 
as
 
GGTC
 prepares 
for 
the  AAU 
meet  
in New 
York. 
The Indians,  
shaken consider-
ably by their loss 
to
 the Spartans 
on Oct. 31, 
lost their next outing 
BILL MYERS 
. . . improved 
freshman 
but
 
they  
may come 
back  
ly 
Friday. 
\.Ve 
had
 et 
great 
VOWS . 
Miller said.
 
"The 
a lot of 
fire  right now." 
The Spartan 
freshmen will 
rut.
 
against time 
Friday  in a speel.: 
two-mile test 
on the track 
th:,  
will 
put them 
up for a 
seeono  
nal
 lona I freshman
 championship. 
Stanfaird
 and Cal will provide 
th., competition
 in the race. Miller 
. that his fin, crop will be - 
1,  
,ratine
 a, on speed 11 
111 
.:-it
 for the 
rae, 
Last
 ),ar the 
spartababes  ran 
47:45.14,  411 seconds 
ahead  id run-
nerup
 Oklahoma, 
Slate  in the an-
nual postal e  
petition.  
Miller 
rates 
this 
year's
 squad
 
better as a 
team 
than 
his 
1962 
champions. 
Bill Myers
 and Dave 
1.,,ssei 
romped home first 
against  
Calle'-te
 
of 
Sctquoias last week, 
as
 SJS 
swept 
the  first four 
places. 
Myers. a 434 
miler from Los 
Angeles  with
 no previous cross 
'country experience.
 has really 
blossomed  into a top performer 
under Miller's distance program 
The meet is expected to drays a 
large turnout because it is lielhe 
held in conjunction with the All -
College  Intramural Football cham-
pionshms, scheduled 
for  
3
 
Ii 
n 
s;parlan Stadium 
Also,  on 
hand fair the big meet 
will be Homecoming Queen 
Nancy 
Niederholzer
 and 
'NHL 
doll Jan 
Newcomer
 who svill 
hand out thy 
trophies  to the top 
teams and initivillI111,1, in both 
r 
'Fit - ' F i t-r- the 
l;,a time. Spar/ 
t1
 
ill ha:se a chance 
 
the defending 
national  ehn, 
in action
 befots. thi-
Special
 
Discount
 
to 
SJS 
Faculty & 
Students 
luin prsent
 
now
 
oafs of 
AS5  cord 
Movie 
& 
Still  
 
Cameras  
 
Supplies
 
 
Projectors  
 
Equipment  
developing   printing 
rentals  
repairs 
It's
 New
 
fine 
CARNIVAL of FLAVORS 
Pa -Hr :Df Fine 
Ice
 
Crea
Taste our fine 
flavors
 ... 
Chocolate -Almond Spiced -Apple 
Orange-Pneapple  
Macadamia
 N.., 
are only a few, 
favorlfes.  
What's  yours, 
First at San 
Antonio
 
SAVE
 MORE 
AT 
KING 
BEE  
Your
 Campus Super 
Market 
COFFEE  
Folgers,
 
Hills,
 MJB 
24b. 
Maxwell House 
can 
BREADreg  
3Ic  Cello  
loaf
 
each
 
25c 
Sunlite,  
Langendorf,
 Kilpatrick 
TOILET TISSUE
 
sZotrted
 
(4COV3IrsP)
 
3 for 
Sal 00 
: 
1 
* 
. 
RDETERGENT  
Giant  
pkg.
 49c 
i 
* 
. 
itmoisi  
r 
TOMATO
 
SOUP  
Tall
 
can 
I 
OC : 
* 
FOREMOST
 
BUTTER
 
tualsciees
 AA 
lb. 
69c  : 
SPRINGTIME 
FROZEN 
VEGETABLES
 
1:arieties
 6 
pkg 
Sl" 
SIRLOIN
 
STEAKS 
Pin Bone 
Well  Trimmed 
CROSS  
RIB
 ROAST
 
BTohneefirnsesst 
PORK
 
STEAKS 
Fresh
 
49c  
Eastern 
lb. 
 
lb 
79c  
'I 
lb. 
89c  
APPLES
 
Washington  
Red Delicious 
GRAPEFRUIT
 
AS 
uNnirs+A
 
8  
lb,  
$100
 
5 
49c for 
 
;i7,7dros
  KING  
BEE
 
SUPER!
 
7 Sate 
Days  Wed. litre Tues.,
 Nor. 13
-Noy.  
19  
All  
Depts.
 
 We 
Give 
Thrifty
 Green 
Stomps  
 
Plenty 
of
 Parking 
10th
 
8 
Keyes
 
,=1116 
.1111111,111111111111/11111111111/111.11...11.14.1.1.1111.1111.111111111111D.111141.111111111/1111111.111111.11.11111.1111111111114111.111113111.11.1.11.111111111.11.1
 
it-slPsitT  AN 
f01111.9
 
Wednesday. 
November
 11 14A1 
'Rule'
 Begins Search 
For
 
Literary 
Talent  
11Pig,i/
 
1 ,hed hx. 
?hie 
Engineering
 
I,
 - STS 
has 
issued an 
apia.al
 lot litio:ary talent. 
Sartori,  the  magazine's 
, ,iation 
manager.  said that in 
Hag 
with
 
ltiilt ness  policy 
pro% itling a magazine 
of in-
. to 
all  
students. not 
just
 
lii engineering niajoi ' 
looking tor 
wtiters  
III 
IiI 
.1oPi ,11 II, re 
uI  I :is '.sell 
tooni 1 -
the 
J 
staff .. 
tell' 
Beautiful
 
/Shoes
 for
 
al
 
\ 
-h. 
y 
. Micl-heei 
Iiit
 
IS 
Hats 
- 
Wedg,es
 
Ws hilvo
 your 
sae 
i 
iAAAAA
 to 
81/2
 to 12 
$995
 
to 824.95 
charge
 
accounts
 
open
 &nes,
 ail 
9 
jorp2,1,4/d
 
M"'47r4-40ES
 
10 L 
SAN ANTONIO
 
cr2401011
 
.,,,11i12ed  in 
conjunction
 
NA 
1111
 En-
gineering 
Week next spring. 
Persons interested in writing 
for Rule may contact Dr. Warren 
W. 
Wood. the magazine's 
ad, ker. 
or 
the 
editorial staff
 in 
E104i
 
'rhe next issue of Rule 
all
 go 
on side early in 
DecernIOr.  
Union Will Use 
Private  Designer 
The College Union 
Plannite
 
1,401011
 too 
!11:1111..
 it clear
 last 
week 
architect 
would  
is 
to design
 the proposed
 
$111 
million
 student center. 
The 
committee met 
for 
pre-
liminary  discussion on 
obtaininL
 
the tirehitect, which  will depend
 
oII 
the  
outcome  Of the Dec. 11 
and
 
'liege
 Union
 election. 
FINALS PETITION
 
An 
unlucky  
student
 who finds
 
he
 
is to 
be 
contronted  with more 
than
 
three
 
finals,
 or three 
final,
 
onotinting  to more than 
nine  
unit -
on one 
particular  day 
this
 coming 
January.  may petition 
for
 a change 
ol final schedule.
 
The 
petitions
 are available
 in 
tIi.'
 
Examination Committee
 
0:-
h.,. 
AD:tin°,
 and
 
must be 
slimed
 
I he student and the 
instructor
 
1,efore 
being 
returned  
to the
 Ex-
amination 
Committees.  The 
peti-
tion 
must be 
returned to 
the  
('om-
mittee at least 
five  
days
 
before
 
,he 
now dare 
of the
 final 
SAVE
 
YOUR  
SO 
YOU
 
CAN  
F II 
I)! 
Nov. 
18th 
Sioa4tam,230144r02f.
 
-Right  on
 Campus" 
BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
 
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus 
ineptus.  a 
frangipanni. or any other sensible 
thing,  just fill
 
out this 
handy order form, clip if, and
 send if with a check or 
cash to the Spartan Daily
 Advertising Office, J207, San 
Jose State College. 
San Jose 14, California. Ads 
must  
be in by 2:30 P.M.
 two days prior to publication.
 
NEW CLASSIFIED RATES 
Minimum 
Two lines
 
One 
time 
One time 
500 a line 
Three  times 
250 a line 
Five times  
200 a line 
2 
lines $1.00
 
$1.50 $2.00
 
3 lines
 1.50 
2.25
 3.00 
4 lines 
2.00
 3.00 
4.00
 
5 lines
 2.50 
3.75 
5.00  
Add 
this 
amount for 
each  
addtl  
fine  
.50 
.75 
1.00
 
FOR 
DISP1.AY  
ADVERTISING  RATES, CALL 
CV 
4-6414,
 EXT. 
2081, FROM 
120 
TO 4:20, MONDAY
 THROUGH
 
FRIDAY  
CHECK
 A 
CLASSIFICATION:
 
Announcements
 111 
Help  Wanted
 PI) 0 P.  
Ii (7) 
Autemetiv  121
 
Housing  IS) 
1..] 
Service'  181 
For Sale 131 
Lost and Found 163 j Transportation 19) 
Print your
 ad hero: 
(Count
 33 Lothar"
 and Spaces
 for Each 
Lino) 
Starting  Data 
Run
 Ad For 
2/1/4/5  
Days (Gird* On") 
Enclosid  
Chick  
No,   
Na,,.
 
City
 _ 
Phone  
Addrou
 . 
Overseas 
Geologist
 
Masursky
 
Speaks
 
Program
 
To 
VS
 Geological
 
Group  
Forms 
Here
 
SUNCPE;TA 
Itl. 
11,11,41,1
 
1
 
iii. 
I ,,it,.,1
 
.,1,,:,ig
 ,11 1111(4'
 \ 
111140 11.1, 111:111101.11 
lill 
11110111.
 
is II 
ler 
'10%110'1
 
li,u 
Students
 
interesicsi
 in 
studying
 
die Sls I 
v141111;211 
tonight 
at 
7:111
 
in 
S24li.  
ihroad in 1964 under the Over-
seas Siiidy Programs may 
obtain
 
application torrns on Friday in 
the 
Dean  of Students Office, ADM-
l!ii9.
 
opportunities  for qualified stu-
,1,.tits are open 
in 
France,  Ger-
many Spain.
 Sweden and 
the
 ke-
1/111/11(` ot China. 
For eligibility, a student must 
of
 
it
 least junior standing, hase 
, 
good
 
grade point 
average and
 
.olequate
 language background." 
eeording  to Dr. 
Thomas P. Lan-
directin: of the program. 
Information on scholarships,  
tel-
,, 'uships.  
student loans 
or eligi-
I 
t 
may be 
obtained
 from Dr. 
. 
tiodilard,
 head 
of the For, 
Deparlment
 and
 
,. 
Programs
 refire, 
Spartaguide
 
1411)91:
 
',Indent 
!sears...  
Assn..  4 [LIM, 
11 11.i. C.11,1,1111. 
7 p.m.. Ann 
Dialing
 
I 
spartan
 
Chi,
 6 
't0t
 
m.. 
C11166.
 
10111  1 
I tilted Nailomi,
 7 torn 
'I I 
W   field hockey, 
430 
p.m . 
tilIll near
 Musie 
Orchesin
 dance group, 7 
pin. 
\ 
IF? 
'Fl .y111 t1.111CO  
st 111110 
Ness11111111 (111b, 8 p.m , 79 
S.
 
Fifth
 St. 
Neo 
man
 Club Murrisi 
Issues
 
Le.s. p rn 
711 S. Fifth St. 
Itall) 
1'  'Bee, 330 
p.m., 
Honorary 
Society 
To Get Charter 
The California Eta Chapter of 
Tau Beta Pi, national engineering 
honor society, will he chartered at 
SJS 
next 
spring. 
Tau 
Beta
 Society's petition for 
a 
national chapter was 
approed  at 
the 5Rth annual convention
 held 
at 
the Missouri School 
of Mines, 
Rolla. Mo., in 
October.
 
lltIOOIS 
are elected to member -
,hip to Tau I3eta Pi from 
the top 
per  cent of their 
engineering
 
line 
national
 
engineering
 
honor- 
structed maps  
of the cross 
sections
 
Jiy  society now has 112 under-
graduate
 chapters, 30 
alumni  
rhapters  and more
 than 121,000 S 
initiated
 members. 
5.15 were Lynn 
Crawford,
 pri 
s 
Swimmers
 
,,. the
 Tau Be 
;od  
la 
Suciel.
 
l 
I' 
Anderson,  
fac,:.1,  
iser 
Dr. \last' Isis . II o %sod., 
tht. 
ogeolop DIV
 
lentil  tif the 
Creiditgl.
 Sur%e).  is operating 
under  a 
1.1.111 
fritIll
 the \ 
k,ionitutical  and
 Space 
Administration
 V1, .% 1. 
lie 
has  mapped four 
quadrangles
 
(iir 
hard  
iandings  
in
 
the
 
- 
equatorial
 
loll of 
the  
1110,111
 and 
will 
complete  12 
additional
 WI:W-
rangles
 for 
the 
Apollo
 
project in 
1965.  
Using  
photographs,  
\ 
ismil  
ob-
servations 
from
 
Lick  
I ihsers.atory,  
and 
lunar  probes, 
Dr. 
Niasinisky  
divided his 
mini
-mapping
 
proa.el 
into 
tu,, 
phases:
 
ill 
Lill, 
maps
 tor tiles
 
MI
 
C:111171%o.
 
t110011  
°loh,".1111.1 12 
scale 
maps
 for actual
 landings
 on 
the 
11140111.11140111.The
 
N C Itileor ra 
eV.  
ter in 
N 
Mexico
 has
 furnished much 
infor-
Million  of 
hyper-\
 odocity 
impact
 
for Dr.
 NI:ism:sky Ile 
has 
telatisi
 
this information
 to similar 
crater-,  
on 
the moon's  surface and 
has
 VIM
-
Attending the 
convention  hon. 
Need
 
Loud SJS
 Rooters
- -
Yell Clinics To Start 
Yell 
leader
 workshops
 will 
be-
gin 
tomorrow
 
from 
7 
to 10 p.m. 
in  
the Men.: Gym. There will he 
held  every
 Tuesday 
111111 
1,1.1 
7 1,111.. 0,1. and 
"rhiirsday
 frotn Nov. 
14
 to 
Dee. 
5. 
. 
I 
'Ilion.
 
Men inust
 meet these ASP re, 
Intereillitiral 
steering
 f'onimit-
yorements
 for yidl
 leatittr:
 a 
2.23  
II'.',
 3:311 p.m., C,,Ilege
 
Union.  
GPA and 2.0(1
 for Ns. 
Ii 41phii, i.tn,,
 E100. 
1963
 spring 
St'llit.,1  t 
1...1 
1.r:royals. 
4:30 
p.m..'  
Phrateres.  Wedge nsceling 
6 '10 
actite, 7 p.11 t'..11,ye
 Un-
'tau Delta  
Phi, 
7 
311  
p 
in.,
 696 
- 
Fifth 
St 
1044010{0W
 : 
W  
n's  
tumbling, 
4:30 p.m.. 
Billet, X p.m.,
 79 S. Fifth 
St. 
Cate
 
taper:, 230 p.m., Cafe -
5.11
 01.11E1ST COLLEGE 
St:i to 
H. 
iii'.,,state 
Iii-
 111'2
 11,1 
Oft11,1tIoll
 
in 
canto:in.,  
It 10.!!,:fn in 1857 in San 
ei o 
'Alain, EVeninst Nor-
deo.irtment  
tif
 the 
S.,,,tern The 
u 
eleinged
 
%OW!, It \%:I..; 
II Stare
 Normal 
hoot. In 1921 the 
college v.:in 
:e-ehristened the San Jose Stale 
'teacher'. College. The p re s en t 
name
 ol San Jose State College 
was ollioally 
adopted
 
in
 
19:15. 
.J. 
Rec  Dept. 
The San 
Jose
 Recreation
 De-
partment nerds 
students who
 u
 ill 
donate
 
one 
hour
 
each uiiek  
II, 
help 
teach the 
handicapped  to 
swim. 
The class,
 held at 
the  YNICA 
pool.  
meets  
Thursday,
 10::',0
 III 
11:30 a.m. No 
experience  is neces-
sary.
 
Those  
interested
 are 
requested
 
to 
contact Mrs. Beverly 
Kenney,  
phone 252-7997. 
18 PER 
CENT INCRE:ASE
 
I...J.1 year 
female enrollments
 at 
5,15 
il1011taSINI  14 prir cent v. 
1111e 
inale eniollmerds 
Mere.,  
,ed  116 
per 
cent. 
Job Interviews
 
inteniew% are held at 305 
S. Ninth St. Janaary graduates 
are requested to make appoint-
ments at 
the  
Placement 
Office,
 
AD11234, prior to the 
Interviews. 
TOMORROW: 
The Tram' Co.: majors in mech-
anical, chemical, and electrical I'll-
gineering male only. 
IBM: 
business  
Isvith
 steno-
graphic skills) and secretarial 111;i-
jorS.
 
California Packing 4'orp.: 
counting, business administrats:n. 
finance.
 
ce,,nomies
 litteral
 ark 
Ii PI 11/:110 
11111,Y.  
Voting 6: Co.: account ijig 
Ill 101,. 
PrIH'ItOr & 
Gamble Iiistributing 
KA or M.A.
 business or lib-
eral arts majors 
male only. 
Army-Offitar
 of Surgeon: 
physical therapy, 
occtipa I iona I 
therapy,  or dietetics  majors. 
21111/AV: 
Air 
Force Flight Test ('enter: 
B.S. or M.S. electrical 
mechanical  
engineering, malt). physii s, 
1111,1 
chemistry majors. 
Standard 1)11 
t'oompany
 of Calif.: 
accounting. u'Iiu-mri 
ct, 
I, 
Fl 
'III 
liIil II 
;11111 
I11,1 / 
11,11  ,',.'111..1.1111: 
Thu' 111:11 
klt1112.
 
;111,1
 Imliva 
malor,
 
Baskin. 
xt
 :111-
111111isi
 r11
 
loll
 
ION 
I.)! it 11 
in 
accounting.  
United Technology:
 t111.01:01.17.1 I,  
oloelPICa  I, 
:gill  
ChOtiliV:11
 
mg. phy,ics or 
math
 'tiara - 
C.S.  Army
-Office  111 *urgent): 
physical therapy
 ecl lp 
11.,
 
therapy,  
or 
(111-1,,,,
 
Spartan 
Daily Classifieds 
BUY 'EM! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 111 
SORE FEET? . 
INTERESTED  14, 
1477 
INTERESTED  
PORTABLE TRANSISTOR 
to, 1,, 
Ill  
25,1  
2,3 2;' 
 
SWEATERS
  
AUTOMOTIVE (2)  
57
 
TI' 
3 
56 11:tU 
59 
BSA  4 
- 
56 
CHEV  
'58 
CHEVY 
IMPALA  
55 
PLYMOUTH
 
63 
MONZA,
 
'58 
PLYMOUTH 
4 a 
it., 
/4: 
59 
Vov,
 
, 4 
4 
56 HEALEY
 . 
HELP WANTED 141 
GIRL FRIDAY
 NEEDED 
 . ". 
MALE STUDENTS 
ALCOA 
41 
 
womEri's  
APPROVED  
CONTRACT  
APARTMENT 
FOR  RENT 
DELUXE
 APTS.
 
FURN
 OR 
UNFURN.  
Sophomore
 
SJSer
 
Ex
-Steward
 
Awarded
 
Industrial
 
To
 
Speak
 
Arts  
Scholarship
 
'rum 
Keller,
 
sophomore
 
indus-
trial
 arts major
 
from
 
Saratoga,  is 
the 
winner 
of a 
$250
 
scholarship  
awarded  
by 
manufacturers
 
in the 
Ilay 
Ai -ca. 
The 
award  
was 
made
 
Saturday  
morning
 
at
 a 
pancake
 
breakfast,
 
held 
in 
conjunction
 
with 
Industrial
 
Arts 
Department
 open 
house,  by. 
Cdisnn
 
Newhouse,
 
chairman
 
of 
the 
seleetion 
committee
 
I the 
Cali-
lornia
 Industrial
 
At 
ts
 Teacher-
Edneation  
Organizat
 
1111
 
The 
schidarship  
is 
to stu-
dents
 
interested  
in 
IV:10111i
 
!Will:i-
t 11;11 
Fil 
Recruitment
 
Fellowship
 
A 
$1,200
 
fell,,uship
 
award  
is 
available  for 
graduate  
students
 
and
 faculty 
members in 
college
 
reerilitment 
and placement,
 Di. 
E. 
W.
 Clements, 
placement  (Li-
Irector, has announced. 
The 
Vert' Christie
 
caailwite
 
lowship. sponsor's' 
atinii.illy
 
Ity 
Western Place:nolo 
Assn. encour-
ages
 
research
 
IA IltelO II ment and 
Placement.
 
,
 
Interested
 
persxms  may 
obtain  
full information from 
Or.  I.: 
\1' 
'Clements,
 Al)M2:14. The 
award  
has nit restrictions on other (411-
ployment.
 
The 
final  date for application,
 
i; Dec. 2. 
LOST AND 
FOUND  16) 
LOST 
LOST
 
, 
GIRL 
S CLASS RING 
LOST.  
2 
HOUSING
 IS) 
GIRL'S APPR. APT. w 
t - 
'717
 
, NEED MALE ROOMMATE. 
GIRLS  . . 
. 
,,,  . 
FOR SALE 131 
WEDDING
 INVITATIONS 
I 
, 
PERiGNALIZED
 CHRISTMAS CARDS 
19 
TANDEM  TRAILER 
, 
VW
 
PARIS  
SERVICES  181 
4./3 - 
APPROVED HOUSING CONTRACT - 
GIRLS
 BOARDING HOUSE  
UNFURNISHED  DUPLEX. r 
DELUXE 3 BEDROOM APPROVED APT. 
GIRL
 
WANTED. I' 
1,11 
.., t .. 
C 
I 
1 rlISr 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE 
APT 
KILLION  HALL 
APPROVED 
HOUSING 
FURNISHED ROOMS 
TwO 
&IRIS  
TV 
RENTALS  
$10 
month 
Pftr.,not  742 3457 
EXPERT
 
TYPING 
SERVICE
 
Dnv 
"1511
 4315 
AUTO, LIFE FIRE INS. 
RELIABLE
 TYPING, 
70 .4', 
AUTO INSURANCE. t-
fo, 
tz . 
CAR 
RADIOS
 REPAIRED 
TVS FOR RENT 
. EXPERT TYPING 
To 
pleic  on ad: 
 
Call  at Spartan
 
Daily 
Ad Office,
 J207, 
1:30.3:10
 
 
Solid  
in
 handy
 ardor 
blink  
- 
Enclose
 
cash 
or 
check  
Ile Om orders 
15 
fin 11141 
Ulm  I 
King of Saudi
 
. 
today, at 5 
P 
ll 
is 
I
 
Ii. 
Burbank 
Elementary
 
Seh,..,;
 
torium  in San 
Jose 
Jose
 Arnold,
 
the 
author
 
"Golden  
Swords
 
and
 
Pols
 
Pans,"  
an
 
account  
Ill 
I 
ai-
seuvice to 
King  
guest  of the 
Valley
 
Wt
 
delis
 
rim
 
cif.  
OPEN
 
TONIGHT
 
'TIL
 
9:00
 
Roberts
 
Book
 
Store
 
10th
 St. 
across  
from
 
,,,on'
 
dorm
 
7'7 
KXRX
 
PRESENTS
 
PETER
 
PAUL
 
and 
MARY 
in Concert
 
at 11,.. 
San  Jose Civic 
Friday. November 15 
Tickets on Sale 
at the 
San Jose Box 
Office 
40 W. San 
Carlos
 
Street 
CV 5-0888 
$2.25, $3.00, 
$335,  
$4.50 
 
0  
S' I, 
.._ 
2arr  ... ..)11 
IndiVidllal
 
11,  ncl. 
Permanent 
Wives,
 
Hair  Cutting, 
Hair 
Coloring  
CY 4-8962 
65 E 
San
 Fernando
 
(Between
 
2nd 5 
3rd
 
Eh.)
 
10 
1, 
C41.q 
students und 
Open 
s,. deo 
eek 
9 pri 
Cal 
sr AC., 
Bobbie 
CD,^0U, 
Nade,
 
Story
 & King
 Road  San
 
Jose 
Famous
 
CHARGE 
IT
 
JUNIOR
 
Brand 
Cuddly velvet 
balls  
circle  
the waist of 
this 
deliciously
 
simple
 wool dress.
 It's 
an 
Alice
 
Junior,
 styled
 ever 
so 
slim,
 with 
zipper
 in 
back 
for
 super
 fit - 
long 
tight 
fitting
 
sleeves
 
for 
up-to-
the-minute
 
fashion.
 
Sizes
 
5 to 
15
 
2799  
: 
:.. 
s 
CLIP
 
THIS
 
AD 
.
 
0 
,
 
...,,,
 
V 
GET  
10 
OFF on 
v 
f. 
Sat.
 8 
lt, 5 
$ 
E 
0 
E 
$ 
, 
10 
Ns 
.; 
Your  
Dress
 
:s 
 
........"'''''''''''''''''',,,,,,,,,,,,o,o,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
 
1 
0 
